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Noise, in its simplest definition, is unwanted sound. While high noise levels may cause hearing loss, the levels asson
ciated with environmental noise assessments are often below this hazardous range. However, noise levels thatt are not
n
p, and interinte
considered hazardous should not be overlooked, since they can cause stress-related illnesses,
disrupt sleep,
n of population
pop
po
acrupt activities requiring concentration. In New York City, with its high concentration
and commercial activities, such problems may be common.
delines
nes that go
This chapter discusses the topic of noise as it relates to regulations and guidelines
govern activities in New York
ysis, and provides
p
nformatio related to
nformation
City. It defines technical terms, discusses the appropriateness of a noise analysis,
information
dels, and analysis
an
tec
techn
es used.
us
detailed noise analyses, study area definitions, technical subareas, models,
techniques
Also disde New York City
Ci
C as well as accepted
acce
cussed are methods used by agencies for projects within and outside
industry pracprojects Relative
ive to noise, the
t goal of CEQR is to
tices for environmental noise assessments applicable to New Yorkk City projects.
ensitive
itive noise receptors,
r
ors,
rs, including
includi th
determine both (1) a proposed project's potential effects on sensitive
the effects on the level
acilities (if applicable)
app
ap
e)) and (2) the effects of ambient noise
of noise inside residential, commercial, and institutional facilities
d project.
p ect. If sig
nt adverse impa
levels on new sensitive uses introduced by the proposed
significant
impacts are identified, CEQR ree greates
eate extent
te practicable.
ten
ble.
quires such impacts to be mitigated or avoided to the
greatest
ortantt for an ap
aapplicant
nt to wo
wor
os with the lead agency during the
ose
As mentioned throughout the Manual, it is important
work closely
ition,
n, the New York City
ty Departm
Depart
entire environmental review process. In addition,
Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP)
hee CEQR proces
proc
technica review, recommendations and approvtechnic
often works with the lead agency during the
process
to provide technical
dentifies
ntifies the need
ne forr long-term measures
me
als relating to noise. When the review identifies
to be incorporated after CEQR (prior
d agency,
ency, in co
DEP determines whether an institutional control,
DE
to or during development), the lead
coordination with DEP,
th affected site. Thee M
such as an (E) Designation, may bee placed on the
Mayor’s Office of Environmental Remediation (OER)
ibility
ty for administering
admin
admi
ng post-CEQR
-CEQ (E) Designations and existing Restrictive Declarations,
-CEQR
has the authority and responsibility
Environmental
onmental Requirements)
rements)
ments of the Zoning Resolution of the City of New York and Chapter
pursuant to Section 11-15 (Environmental
ork.
24 of Title 15 of the Ruless of the City of New York.

100. DEFINITIONS
N
NS

o defining
defini technical
chn
ms used in a n
In addition to
terms
noise assessment, this section provides background information to bettand such an assessment.
me
men
ter understand
O NOISE
110.. SOURCES OF
For CEQR
CEQ purposes,
oses
se the
hee three principal types of noise sources that affect the New York City environment are mobile,
e, stationary,
st
ary, and construction
co tru
sources.

O

1
SOURC NOISE
111. MOBILE SOURCE
bile
le sources ar
Mobile
are those noise sources that move in relation to a noise-sensitive receptor—principally autoles,
es, buses,
buses trucks, aircraft, and trains. Each has its own distinctive noise character, and, consequently, an
mobiles,
ed
d set
s of noise assessment descriptors. The details of these signatures and descriptors are discussed
associated
in following sections.
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112. STATIONARY SOURCE NOISE
Stationary sources of noise do not move in relation to a noise-sensitive receptor. Typical stationary noise
sources of concern for CEQR include machinery or mechanical equipment associated with industrial and manufacturing operations; or building heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems. In addition, noise produced by crowds of people within a defined location, such as children in playgrounds or spectators attending
concerts or sporting events and noise produced by concerts or by announcements using amplification systems, are considered stationary sources.
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113. CONSTRUCTION NOISE
Construction noise sources comprise both mobile (e.g., trucks, bulldozers, etc.) and
nd sstationary (e.g., compre
compress
sors, pile drivers, power tools, etc.) sources. Construction noise is examined
d separately
eparate in Chapter
terr 22, “Con“Construction Impacts,” because it is temporary, even though the duration of constructio
construction activities
ivities
ities may last
la
years. The duration of each phase of construction is a factor that should
uld bee considered
consider
considere when
en assessing noise
no
from construction activities. See Chapter 22, “Construction Impacts,” forr more gu
guidance.
guid

120. BACKGROUND DISCUSSION
This section provides the reader with a background of thee terminology u
used in
assessment discussions, the
n noise assessm
basic physical characteristics of noise, the types and appropriate us
use of noise descriptors,
and what are considescripto
descrip
dered receptors (noise-sensitive locations) in the conduct
ct of noise analyses.
ses.
121. CHARACTERISTICS OF NOISE
The first step in understanding the impact
ct of sound, its perception,
eption,
ption, and
an control is an understanding of the
source, path, and receptor. The source is the equipment
equipme or process
cess directly
direc responsible for the sound generation. The path is the medium of sound
nd propagation,
propagatio
propagation such
h as air, water, or solid materials. The receptor is the
final destination of concern for the
question.
For
the receptor is usually persons behe sound
ound in que
q
or CEQR purposes,
purp
p
ing affected; the ear of an affected
ected person is the final destination
tination of the noise source of concern. Each link of
this chain plays a role in producing
sound pressure
oducing
ucing a resultant
resul
result
es
ess
llevel at the receptor.
122. SOUND LEVELS: PROPAGATION
AND FREQUENCIES, AND DIFFRACTION
AGATION VELOCITY,
OCITY,
Y, WAVELENGTHS
WAV
WA E
Sound pressure iss the parameter
measured in noise assessments. People's ears respond to
paramete that is normally me
m
“acoustic” pressures
represent thee range from
ssures that repr
fro the threshold of hearing to the threshold of pain. This vast
range is represented
ented as a logarithmic
lo
hmic scale.
A basic measure
level (SPL), which is expressed in decibels (denoted dB). When
measu of sound
sou is the
he sound pressure
pres
the SPL
PL = 0 dB, the acoustic
stic
tic pressure
p ssure is tthe same as the threshold of hearing, or the SPL at which people with
healthy
ealthy
thy hearing can
c just
st begin
egin to hear
ea a sound.
ear

emitted as a wave of varying
length and frequency. A higher frequency sound is perceived as a higher
Sound is em
var
va
pitch—for
pitc
pitch
—fo example,
mple the
he sound
soun of the flute. A lower frequency is heard as a lower pitch—for example, the
drum. Th
The frequency is expressed in cycles per second or Hertz (Hz): one Hz is one cycle per
sound
und of the
e bass
ass dr
drum
second. Just as the ear ccannot hear sound pressure levels below a certain range, it cannot hear some frequensec
cies above
The normal range of hearing is 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz or 20 kiloHertz (kHz).
bove a certain range.
r
Thee velocity o
of ssound, which is constant in air, is governed by the relationship ‘velocity equals wave length
times frequency.’
Therefore, since sound travels at a constant velocity in air, the longer the wavelength, the
frequen
shorter the
he frequency, and vice versa. The wavelength determines how the sound interacts with the physical
environment. Since sound is a wave phenomenon, it is also subject to “diffraction,” such as “bending” around
corners. This is why a person continues to hear some sound from a source on the other side of a wall that is
higher than the individual in question.
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In general, hearing is such that a change of 3 dB is just noticeable, a change of 5 dB is clearly noticeable, and a
change of 10 dB is perceived as a doubling or halving of sound level. In a large open area with no obstructive
or reflective surfaces, SPL drops from a point source of noise at a rate of 6 dB with each doubling of distance
from the source. For “line” sources (such as vehicles on a street), the SPL drops off at a rate of 3 dB(A) with
each doubling of the distance from the source. Over distances greater than 1,000 feet, this may not hold true,
as atmospheric conditions cause changes in sound path and absorption. The drop-off rate also varies with
both terrain conditions and the presence of obstructions. In the urban canyon environment present in New
he
York City, drop-off rates along city streets generally range from 2 to 4 dB per doubling of distance from the
asureasur
source because of sound reflections from buildings. The drop-off rate should be verified by field measured in the analysis.
ments whenever ideal open situations do not exist and a drop-off rate is required
123. NOISE DESCRIPTORS
Many descriptors are commonly used in environmental noise assessments.
ents. The choice
choic of specific
pecific descriptors
descripto
is related to the nature of the noise “signature” (SPL, frequency, and duration)
ation) of the
th source and the potential
pot
p
effect it may have on the surrounding environment.
123.1. Sound Weighting

Sound is often measured and described in terms of its overall energy,
en
taking all frequ
frequencies into acencies. Over the
th normal hearing
count. However, the hearing process is not thee same at all frequencies.
frequen
tween 200 Hz aand 10 kHz. Therefore,
range, humans are most sensitive to sounds w
with frequenci
frequencies between
noise measurements are often adjusted or weigh
weighted as a function
frequency to account for human
weig
n of freque
frequen
perception and sensitivities. The most common
networkss use
mmon weighting
w
we
netw
used are the A- and C-weighting
networks.

loped
oped to allow sound
s
level meters to
t simulate the frequency sensitivity
These weight scales were developed
etworks
works that approximate
a
imate hearing. The A-weighted network is the most
of the ear. They use filter networks
nd levels
evels measured
meas
we
weig
commonly used and sound
usingg this weighting
are noted as dB(A). The letter “A”
nd has been filtered
ffilt
he strength
sst
indicates that the sound
to reduce the
of very low and very high frequency
he human
uman ear does.
d
li
ccom
sounds, much as the
A listing
of common
noise sources with their associated typical
n in Table 19-1. Note
te that
th the table presents a representative range of noise ledB(A) values is shown
B(A) corresponds
corresp
o the threshold
thresho
thresh
vels, where 0 dB(A)
to
of hearing and 120 dBA corresponds to an air raid
siren at 50 feet.

Tab 19-1
Table
9-1
1
Noisee Levels of Common
Co
Com
Sources
Sound
u Source
Sour

Air
ir Raid
Ra Siren
n at 50
5 feet
Maximu Levels at Rock Concerts (Rear Seats)
Maximum
On Platform
Platfor by Passing Subway Train
On Sid
Sidewalk by Passing Heavy Truck or Bus
On Sidewalk by Typical Highway

On Sidewalk by Passing Automobiles with Mufflers
Typical Urban Area
Typical Suburban Area
Quiet Suburban Area at Night
Typical Rural Area at Night
Isolated Broadcast Studio
Audiometric (Hearing Testing) Booth
Threshold of Hearing

SPL (dB(A))
120
110
100
90
80
70
60-70
50-60
40-50
30-40
20
10
0

Notes: A change in 3 dB(A) is a just noticeable change in SPL. A change in 10 dB(A)
is perceived as a doubling or halving in SPL.
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Sources: Cowan, James P. Handbook of Environmental Acoustics. Van Nostrand
Reinhold, New York, 1994. Egan, M. David, Architectural Acoustics. McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1988.
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The C-weighted network provides essentially the unweighted microphone sensitivity over the frequency range of maximum human sensitivity. C-weighted measurements, denoted as dB(C), are used
in some ordinances and standards, usually when dealing with stationary mechanical noise sources;
however, dB(A) are normally used for environmental assessments. Since C-weighting does not attenuate frequency levels below 1,000 Hz the way A-weighting does, inspection of dB(A) versus dB(C)
readings may give a quick estimate of the low frequency contribution of the sound source in quesestion.
ts are
re (1) time-equivalent
t
alent
lent level
The most common descriptors used in environmental noise assessments
sure level (SEL);
(SEL and (5)
5) maximum
(Leq); (2) day-night level (Ldn); (3) percentile level (Lx); (4) sound exposure
ghted
d measurements
measure
s and described
instantaneous level (SPL). Each is typically based upon A-weighted
briefly below.
x

Leq is the continuous equivalent sound level, defined
efined
d as the single
sin SPL
PL that,
th if constant
nst
over
the stated measurement period, would contain
energy
tain the same sound
so
ergy as the actual monitored sound that is fluctuating in level over
ver
er the measurement
measu
ntt period.
period Leq is widely recogenvironme
assessm
assessmen In addition to
nized as the descriptor of choice for most environmental
noise assessments.
h other read
redictions to derive a total noise
its simplicity, it is easy to combine with
readings or predictions
uantit
ant that
hat mu
must be contrasted
ontrasted w
with an average or median
level. Leq is an energy-average quantity
lified
ed in te
ter
terms of a time
ime period
riod to h
have meaning. The normal
sound level. Leq must be qualified
me period
riod is placing
pla
plac it in parentheses
paren
pare
se in terms of hours (e.g., Leq(1)
ses
representation for the time
urement
ment and Leq(24) refers
efers
rs to a 24-hour
24-h
24
measurement).
refers to a 1-hour measurement

x

Ldn is the day-night equivalent
valent sound
sou level,
vel, defined as a 24-hour continuous Leq with a 10 dB
ed to all hourl
hou noise levels
evels recorded
reco
record between the hours of 10 PM and 7
adjustment added
hourly
s
AM. This 10 dB addition acc
accounts for the extra sensitivity
people have to noise during typing hours.
ours. Aircraft
Aircra noise around
nd airports
a
cal sleeping
is usually mapped out in terms of Ldn conch are constant
con
co
lines of Ldn mapped
m
similarly to elevations on topographical
tours, which
ps.
maps.

x

Lx is the perce
perc
percentile level,
evel,l, where x is any number from 0 to 100. Here x is percentage of the
measurement time
sound level has been exceeded. For example, L10 = 80
measureme
me that
hat the stated
sta
means that
measurements exceeded 80 dB(A) 10 percent of the time during the
dB(A)
A) m
hat SPL measu
measurement
with Leq, the measurement time period must be specified and is
as
t period. A
As w
d
de
d in p
enthese (i.e., L10(1) corresponds to the SPL exceeded 10 percent of the time
denoted
parentheses
during
one-hour pe
period).
ng a oneone-ho
comm
Thee most commonly
used Lx values are L1, L10, L50, and L90. L1, the SPL exceeded 1 percent of
the time,
me, is usually regarded as the average maximum noise level when readings are an
hou or less in duration. L10 is usually regarded as an indication of traffic noise exposure
hour
with a steady flow of evenly-spaced vehicles. L50 provides an indication of the median
sound level. L90 is usually regarded as the residual level, or the background noise level
sou
without the source in question or discrete events.
w

x

SEL is the sound exposure level, defined as a single number rating indicating the total energy of a discrete noise-generating event (e.g., an aircraft flyover) compressed into a 1second time duration. This level is handy as a consistent rating method that may be combined with other SEL and Leq readings to provide a complete noise scenario for measurements and predictions. However, care must be taken in the use of these values since they
may be misleading because their numeric value is higher than any sound level which existed during the measurement period.
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x

The maximum instantaneous SPL is the highest single reading over the measurement period. It is useful to note this level because if it is very high, it elevates the Leq, perhaps making it appear spurious. In instances where uses may be particularly sensitive to single event
noise events, the lead agency should also consider analyzing potential noise impacts on a
single event basis, particularly if the single event would be entirely new to the receptor, or
where the receptor would experience a significant increase in the number of these single
events.
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sRecommended descriptors for characterizing various types of noise are provided below. The discusposes.
oses
sion includes a notation of major agencies that use different descriptors for noise analysis purposes.
EP ((s
0, below)
It should be noted that the Noise Exposure Guidelines recommended by DEP
(see Section 420,
urces,
es, and ye
yearly
y
Ldn forr aircraft.
are expressed in terms of L10 for vehicular noise, daily Ldn for rail sources,
The New York City Noise Control Code specifies maximum allowable
pressure levels
ble sound
und press
evels
els for desigdesignterprise as measured
red within a rrenated octave bands emanating from a commercial or businesss enterprise
ceiving property (see Section 711, below). In addition, the New
Zoning Res
Resolution
ew York City Zo
Re
tion uses maxde
tor for industrial
i ustri
t
imum instantaneous octave band sound pressure levels as its noise descriptor
noise
ese areas, if required,
ired,
ed, should
shou include
i
sources (see Section 712, below). Detailed analyses in these
these
descriptors for those assessments.

123.2. Descriptors for Mobile Sources

Each type of mobile source noise generatorr pro
produces
p
ces a dis
di
distinct noise.
oise. The use of
o different descriptors
ow.
for each is appropriate, as described below.
VEHICULAR TRAFFIC

Because vehicular traffic on local
cal streets is not
n steady—vehicles
eady—
—vehicles
vehicle often move by in groups or platoons—its noise signature is characterized
by fluctuating
acterized b
ctuating levels. If the traffic stream is characterized
by sporadic heavy vehicles
trucks, the noise levels
es such
uch as truc
tru
leve could contain “spikes” associated with
these events. For that reason it is gen
generally best to use th
the descriptors of Leq(1) or L10(1) in a noise assessment. Leq(1) captures
uress an hour's ttotal noise energy
ner at the location, and L10(1) represents the level exnerg
nt off the time.
time The L10(1) descriptor
de riptor
rip may be considered an average of the peak noise
ceeded 10 percent
en location. If the
t noise
oise fluctuate
fluctuat
levels at a given
fluctuates very little, then Leq approximates L50, or the median
fluctuat broadly,
oadly,
ly, then the Leq is about equal to the L10 value. If extreme fluctualevel. If thee noise fluctuates
tions aree present, the Leq could
ld exceed L90, or
o the background level, by 10 or more decibels. Thus, the
ship between
betw
betwee Leq and the levels o
of exceedance depend on the character of the noise. In comrelationship
unity n
se measurements,
me
ments, Leq gene
gen
generally lies between L10 and L50, but is often closer to L10 where
munity
noise
fluctuating
uctuating ttraffic noise
oi iss the dom
domi
dominant
noise source.
AIRCRAFT

Aircra
Aircraft
cra noise
e consists
onsists of a series of single events over time. Depending on the location of and amb
bie
ise
se levels
l els
ls at the
th receptor, these single events may be easily distinguishable from background
bient noise
els. This
TTh iss particularly
p
noise levels.
true, for example, where the receptor is close to an airport and in the
flight
ght path.
th. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) currently averages daily Ldn levels to use the
yearly Ldn ass its
it preferred noise descriptor. The distance from the flight path where various Ldn levels
(or calculated) and then mapped. These Ldn “noise contours” constitute the basic
occur is measured
me
form of reference
r
for assessing impacts associated with aircraft noise. Many airports are monitored
o derive
der
de
to
annual Ldn contours, and the FAA has its own computer program to calculate Ldn contours.
The Noise Exposure Guidelines (see Section 420 below) also use the annual Ldn descriptor, patterned
after FAA specifications for descriptor use. Therefore, when it is necessary to conduct a detailed
noise analysis involving aircraft noise, the annual Ldn descriptor should be used in the analyses.
Measured annual Ldn values are available from the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PA-
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NYNJ) for its facilities in the form of noise contour maps, or may be calculated using the federallyapproved INM computer model and flight data from the Port Authority.
Based on flight data, it is also possible to establish Leq(1) noise levels for existing and future conditions.
Since annual Ldn values tend to average out high hourly values, it is recommended that the Leq(1) descriptor be used in this noise analysis (see Section 332, below).
TRAINS
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Similar to aircraft noise, train noise comprises a series of single events over time. Depending on thee
able
location of the receptor and ambient noise levels, these single events may be easily distinguishable
ois receptors close to eleoise
el efrom background noise levels. This is particularly true, for example, at noise
TA), depending
depe
depen
vated rail lines. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA - formerly UMTA),
on thee adjacent
no
nois Thee Noise ExpoEx
Expoland use, uses the Leq(1) or Ldn as its principal noise descriptors for mass transit noise.
sure Guidelines (see Section 420 below) for noise assessment require
of the daily Ldn for im
equiree the use o
iimm
nded that the Ldn be used
d in the ana
an
analysis
pact assessment. Because of these standards, it is recommended
of train noise. However, because the Ldn descriptor tends to average out high hourly
hou values
lues o
over 24
sed for purpose
purposes of impact
purpos
mpact analysis.
analy
a
hours, it is recommended that the Leq(1) descriptors be used

123.3. Descriptors for Stationary Sources

Stationary source noise is usually associated with mechanic
mechanical equipment
uipment used for manufacturing
th stationary
stationar sources
ces worth notin
purposes or building mechanical systems. Other
noting are crowd noise, as
ts, and noise
se fr
f
ification systems.
sy
syst
related to playgrounds or spectator events,
from
amplification
In many cases, the
he recomme
recommen
escript
scrip for tthis type of noise source is the
nature of this noise is fairly uniform. The
recommended
descriptor
poses
es of developing
devel
noise att
atte
attenuation measures for mechanical
Leq(1) descriptor. However, for purposes
p
med
d using the
th octave band components of the
equipment, the analysis should generally be performed
clude
e the 31.5,
31.5 63, 125,
25, 250, 500, 10
sound. The analysis should include
1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 Hz octave
band center frequencies.

124. RECEPTORS
Receptors are generally the subject of
A noise-sensitive location (known as a “reo most noise impact
i pa
pact analyses.
a
ceptor”) is usually defined
area where
efined
ed as an aare
ere human aactivity may be adversely affected when noise levels exo acceptability
a
ability
ity or when noise levels increase by an amount exceeding a predeceed predefined thresholds of
d of change. Th
ceptors
tors either currently
c
fined threshold
These receptors
exist or would be introduced by the project. These
a bee indoors
door or
o outdoors.
doors. Indoor receptors
rre
locations may
include, but are not limited to, residences, hotels, molth care
ca facilities,
acilitie
i nursing
sing homes, schools,
sc
tels, health
houses of worship, court houses, public meeting facilities,
ums, libraries,
libraries and theaters.
librarie
he rs. Outdo
Outdoo
museums,
Outdoor receptors include, but are not limited to, parks, outdoor theaters,
lf courses, zoos,
zoos campgrounds,
pground
roun and b
golf
beaches.

an zoningg maps
aps are usu
us
Land use and
usually helpful in initially targeting receptors that should be analyzed; however,
ins
q
field inspe
inspection of thee area in question
is the most appropriate way to identify all receptors that may be afected by thee proposed
propose
opo
proj
fected
project.
In some cases additional receptor sites may need to be identified after the insis has
as been p
itial analysis
performed to ensure that the extent of the area where significant impacts may occur
h been
en
n defined.
has

SEE CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACT
CHARAC
130. NOISE
OF TYPICAL NOISE SOURCES
131. MOBILE SOURCES
131.1. Vehicular Traffic

Vehicular traffic includes automobiles, buses, and trucks. The noise generated by these vehicles
comes from the operation of its engine and the sound of its tires passing over the roadbed. Buses and
trucks are similar in their respective noise generating characteristics, while cars are different.
CEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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Automobiles generally produce noise levels that are independent of vehicle speed, but vary with engine speed. With changing gears, the noise levels tend to increase in a sawtooth kind of pattern as
vehicular speed increases. The interaction of the road surface with the tires generates noise that increases with vehicle speed. At vehicular speeds below 30 miles per hour, the typical automobile noise
spectrum is dominated by engine noise. At speeds higher than 30 miles per hour, the automobile
noise signature is composed of a combination of lower frequency engine noise and higher frequency
tire noise. The engine and tire noise for vehicular speeds above 30 miles per hour are comparable in
noise level.
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ois
Noise generated by buses and heavy trucks is also composed of engine and tire noise, but tire noise
h
bu stends to dominate the noise signature at vehicular speeds above 30 miless per hour
in trucks and buscause
se increased
increa
increas load usually
sually rreees. Cargo load normally does not significantly affect noise levels because
her out. Because
Becau individual
dividual
vidual trucks
sults in decreased vehicular speed and the effects cancel each other
assenger Car
C Equivalents
uivalents is used
use
and buses are noisier than individual automobiles, the conceptt of Passenger
(see Subsection 332.1).

131.2. Aircraft Operations

The principal noise sources from conventional aircraft
ft (airplanes and
an helicopters)
copters) using New
N York City
namicc noise. Th
re generally three
th
airspace are the propulsion system and aerodynamic
There are
types of enojet, turbofan,
turbofan and propeller.
opeller. For turbojets
ttu
gines in use on contemporary airplanes —turbojet,
and turbofans, the dominant noise source is the exhaust,
generating the characteristic low frequency roar of
hau generatin
haus
generati
the jet engine. Propeller aircraft have combinations
mbinatio
natio off engine
e
e exhaust
aust noise and propeller noise, with
minating.
ating. This produces
ces the typical
pica whining sound of propellerpical
the propeller component usually dominating.
driven aircraft.
ed by airflow aaround
d the fuselage, cavities, control surfaces, and landAerodynamic noise is generated
erodynamic
dynamic noise
no is usually
sually only
onl do
ing gear of the aircraft. Aerodynamic
dominant during cruise conditions (fre). Conditions
onditions during
d
ff and la
quencies above 600 Hz).
takeoff
landing normally cause propulsion system
aerodynami component.
noise to dominate thee aerodynamic
enerated by the engine and
d mai
Helicopter noise is generated
main rotor system. The engine noise is similar to that
planes, but o
maller scale.
scale Rotor noise is characterized by slaps or cracks caused
discussed for airplanes,
on a smaller
rp variations in pressure
ure encountered
encountere by the rotating rotor blades as they pass through the
by the sharp
namic wake produced
pro
d byy each adjac
adja
aerodynamic
adjacent blade. As for propeller noise, the frequency of the roproporti
ropo
o the tip speed and the number of blades in the rotor system.
tor no
noise is proportional
to

131.3. Rail
ail Operat
Operatio
Operations

In general, the principal
rincipa
ncip noise
oise ssources of rail systems are the interaction between wheels and rails,
the
he propulsion
prop
n system
ystem of
o the
t railcars, brakes, and auxiliary equipment (ventilation and horns). The
domi
i
usee of railca
dominant
cause
railcar noise over most of the typical speed range is interaction between the
wheels and
general, noise increases with train speed and train length.
w
wh
nd rrails.. In gen

Noise
upon the rail guideway configuration (i.e., whether the track is at-grade,
se levels
vels are dependent
d
joined
welded rail, jo
join track, embedded track on grade, or aerial structure with slab track) and whether
there are any
an noise barriers or berms in place.
When rra
railcars travel on tight curves, the dominant noise emitted may be a high pitched squeal or
cree This is usually caused by metal wheels sliding on the rail and scraping metal on metal when
screech.
the train negotiates a curve.

Other concerns relating to rail operations that may need to be addressed include noise from train
crossovers and switches, as well as noise from train warning horns. In some limited situations, noise
from new or increased rail yard operations may also have to be examined.
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132. STATIONARY SOURCES
The principal stationary noise sources encountered in the City are mechanical equipment associated with industrial and manufacturing operations and building ventilating systems. Other stationary sources worth noting are crowd noise related to playgrounds or spectator events, and noise from amplification systems. The basic characteristics of these sources are described below.
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Mechanical equipment generally includes machinery used for industrial purposes, such as motors, compressors, boilers, pumps, transformers, condensers, generators, cooling towers, and ventilating equipment. Such
ating
machinery commonly generates noise mechanically (through gears, bearings, belts, fans, or other rotating
ug magnetostriction
n or pepecomponents), aerodynamically (through air or fluid flow), and magnetically (through
riodic forces between rotors and stators).
racterized
erized by d
e mid- to highhig
Assuming proper maintenance, mechanical machinery noise is usually characterized
discrete
mponents and aerodynamic flo
frequency tones. These tones are usually caused by friction, vibration of components,
flow
se levels
vels may eexceed 100
0 dB(A) w
with
generation. Even when large machinery is properly maintained, noise
within 10
se mechanical n
eve by as much
mu as 20
feet of the equipment. Badly maintained machinery may increase
noise levels
dB(A); this represents a quadrupling of the perceived loudness.

ms. These usuall
usua
Common mechanical stationary noise sources in the City aree ventilating ssystems.
usually have fans that
gh ducts in a building
bu
generate tones at high operating speeds. These tones may propagate through
and produce
onditioning units mayy generate noise
n
noise in rooms far away from the original source. Air conditioning
that could affect
ng sst
ure by properly
rly tuned sprin
sp
adjacent buildings. If not isolated from the building
structure
springs or resilient materials,
nerate vibrations
v
tha may be
b sensed
se
ventilating systems and other machinery may generate
that
throughout a building
and possibly a neighborhood.

n issue when the
th air (or other fluid)
fluid flows through ducts in a restrictive,
Aerodynamic noise usually becomes an
erated. Bo
unsmooth path, and turbulence is generated.
Boilers and steam turb
turbines have liquids and steam flowing
nerating
ating a hissing
hissi
hiss noise or roaring no
through them at high speeds, generating
noise that may exceed 100 dB(A) within 10
feet.
allyy thought of
o as stationary
atio y noise
no sources, children in playgrounds or spectators at
While people are not usually
ts or concerts may
m cause
ausee ann
anc in communities. Instantaneous crowd noise levels
outdoor sporting events
annoyance
). In addition,
additio measurements taken at 10 school playground sites in
at outdoor events may exceed 90 dB(A).
maximu Leq(1) levels
ls at school
schoo playground boundaries in the New York City area are 75
1987 concluded that maximum
dB(A). The equations
noise may be obtained from DEP.
ations for calculating
calc
g playground
ayground n
nois impacts
mpacts
ts due to
o amplification systems at outdoor concert or performance facilities, ballparks,
Potential noise
ement
ent facilities,
fa
facilit
avoid if the system is properly designed and operated (see Section 333).
amusement
etc., mayy be avoided

200.
0.. DETERMIN
DETERMINING WHETHER
HETHE A NOISE ANALYSIS IS APPROPRIATE

In many instances,
instan
inst
p sible
ible to determine
d
it is possible
that a project would not have the potential for a significant noise impact
simply from its proposed
oposed
sed physical
ph ica characteristics and, therefore, no further analysis is necessary. Recommended guidelines
and the rationale behind these guidelines are presented below for mobile and stainess for the screening
creening
ng assessment
assess
nar
ar sources.
rces.
tionary
al impact screening
scre
s
The initial
considers whether the project would: (1) generate any mobile or stationary sources of
/or (2) be
b located in an area with existing high ambient noise levels. If the proposed project is located in
noise; and/or
gh ambient noise levels, which typically include those near highly-trafficked thoroughfares, airports, rail,
areas with high
or other loud activities, further noise analysis may be warranted to determine the attenuation measures for the proposed project.
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210. MOBILE SOURCES
211. VEHICULAR TRAFFIC NOISE
An initial noise assessment may be appropriate if a proposed project would:
•

Generate or reroute vehicular traffic; or

•

Be located near a heavily trafficked thoroughfare.
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212. AIRCRAFT NOISE
ap
app
An initial noise impact screening analysis, described in Subsection 311.2, is appropriate
if the proposed
project would:
•

f
th; o
Introduce a new receptor and would be located within one milee of an existing flight
path;
or

•

er orr within one
on mile (horizontal
orizontal distance
dis
d
Cause aircraft to fly through existing or new flight paths over
parallel to the ground) of a receptor.

213. TRAIN NOISE
Based on previous studies, unless existing ambient noise
e levels
vels are very
ver
ve low and
nd there are no
n structures that
provide shielding, it is unusual for rail activity to have a significant
beyond 1,500 feet in
significan impact
ct at distances b
New York City. Therefore, a detailed analysis, as described
Subsection
es
esc
ed in Subs
Sub
n 332.3, may be
b appropriate if the proposed project would:
•

xistingg rail activ
d have a direct
ct line of sight to that rail facility;
Be located within 1,500 feet of existing
activity and
or

•

lin
li
ithin 1,500 feet of, and have a direct line of site to, a
Add rail activity to existingg or new rail lines
within
receptor.

220. STATIONARY SOURCES
Based upon previous studies,
tudies,
s, unless existing
e
g ambient
ambien
mbie noise
nois levels are very low and/or stationary source levels are
very high, and theree are no structu
structures that
it is unusual for stationary sources to have significant
att provide shielding,
sh
shi
impacts at distances
1,500 feet
nces beyond 1
1,5
et in New York City. Examples of substantial stationary source noise generators include unenclosed
cooling or ventilation
(other than single-room units), truck loading docks,
nenclosed coo
entilation equipment
e
loudspeaker
stationary
er ssystems,
ems,
s, st
stat
y diesel engines (typically more than 100 horsepower), car washes, or other similar
types off uses. The
between
receptor and a substantial stationary source may be measured from a SanTh distance
dist
etween a rece
born
similar
or insurance
atlas. Therefore, a detailed analysis, as described in Subsection 333,
n map or simil
simila real estate
est
esta
insura
insur
if the proposed
would:
may be appropriate
appropri
propo
pro
d project
p
•

Ca
ubstantial
stantial sta
Cause a substantial
stationary source (i.e. unenclosed mechanical equipment for manufacturing or
ing
ng vventilation
tilation
ilation purposes, playground) to be operating within 1,500 feet of a receptor, with a dibuilding
ct line
ne of si
rect
sightt tto that receptor; or

•

Introduce a receptor in an area with high ambient noise levels resulting from stationary sources,
un
such as u
unenclosed manufacturing activities or other loud uses.
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300. ASSESSMENT METHODS
If the proposed project does not screen out in the initial noise impact screening analysis below, a more detailed noise
analysis, which begins with establishing the study area in Section 320, may be appropriate.
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310. NOISE IMPACT SCREENING
er the
For most sources of noise (except train noise), the initial impact screening noise analysis identifies whether
fected b
potential exists for the project to generate a significant noise impact at a receptor or be significantly affected
by
or significant impacts,
s, no further
high ambient noise levels. If the basic analysis does not identify the potential for
ould
d not
no result in a significant
ignificant
gnificant noise
noise analysis is necessary and it may be stated that the proposed project would
impact.
311. MOBILE SOURCES

311.1. Vehicular Noise

In coordination with the traffic studies (see Chapter 16
6 off the Manua
Manual), traffic
fficc volumes
volum sshould be esreatest noise llevel change
hange at sensi
sens
timated for the expected hour or hours with the greatest
sensitive receptors
ect. For some projects,
p
ts, the worst-case
worst
worst-ca hour or hours
likely to be most affected by the proposed project.
n
mee for projects
project which produce sigmay occur during non-typical time periods (i.e., during the nighttime
hen
en baseline
b line tra
vels and/or am
nificant traffic volumes or truck traffic when
traffic levels
ambient noise levels are
enger car
c equivalent
en (Noise
Noise PCE)
PCE values to vehicle type is
low.) The method for assigning noise passenger
w. If existing N
value are
valu
re increased by 100 percent or
discussed in Subsection 332.1, below.
Noise PCE values
hich is equivalent
equiv
incre
increas of 3 dB(A) or more), a detailed
more due to a proposed project (which
to an increase
d. Conversely, if existing
ng Noise PCE vvalues are not increased by 100 peranalysis is generally performed.
at the proposed
propose project
ect would not
no cause a significant adverse vehicular
cent or more, it is likely that
ore, no further vehicular noise
oise analysis
analy
ana
noise impact, and therefore,
is needed.

311.2. Aircraft Noise

Yearly Ldn contours
urs should be obtained
ned or ccalculated
ulate for the build year(s) of the proposed project.
ours
urs is seldom
seldo necessary, since these contours are updated periodiCalculation off thee yearly Lddn contours
he Port Authority
Autho
Authorit of New York and New
N
cally by the
Jersey (PANYNJ) for the three major metropolitan
b contacted
tacted
ed for the latest
l
airports,, which may be
contours. If calculations are necessary, they may be
or d using
sing the
th FAA
A hand-calculation
hand-calculat
hand-calculati methodology or the Federal INM V7.0a computer model.
performed
tarting
arting w
h the release
se of INM Vers
Starting
with
Version 7.0, INM capabilities replace the HNM for the evaluation of
elicopter n
mp s. Helico
mpa
Helicop
helicopter
noise impacts.
Helicopter
noise may be calculated using the FAA INM V7.0a computer
mo el or other acceptable
mod
acceptab
cept
mo
model
modeling
based on actual noise measurements of helicopter flyovers. If
he proposed
pro
p
d project
oject woul
wo
the
would
cause a receptor to be located within an Ldn 65 contour or greater, or if
t proposed project
the
roject wo
would introduce a receptor within this area for an existing flight path, a dettailed analysis
ta
alys may
ay be appropriate. If the proposed project would either not be located within an Ldn
65 contour
or not introduce a receptor within this area of an existing flight path, it is likely
our or greater
gre
that
hat the proposed
propos project would not result in a significant adverse aircraft noise impact, and therefore, no further
furth aircraft noise analysis is needed.
furt
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312. STATIONARY SOURCES
A more refined screen to determine whether a detailed noise analysis is necessary analyzes whether noise
from a stationary source would produce potentially significant levels at nearby receptor sites. Figure 19-1
shows noise levels in sound power levels versus distance. If the sound power level exceeds at a given distance
shown in Figure 19-1, then a detailed analysis is necessary.

320. ESTABLISHING STUDY AREAS AND IDENTIFYING
RECEPTORS
TIFYING
YING RECEP
Guidelines for determining the appropriate
size
locations are described below. Seopriate
riate study area
a
ze and noise receptor
rec
re
lection of a study area depends on
source. Both
n thee noise sou
th the effect
effe of
o noise generated on surrounding receptors
as a result of the proposed project
surrounding sources on the proposed project need
ject and
nd the effect
eff of noise from sur
su
to be considered. It should be noted that
tha receptor sites
es should
oul generally include all locations where significant
impacts may occur. Therefore,
impacts
identified during the analysis, additional receptor sites,
refore,
ore, if significant
signif
signifi
mpa are id
sometimes farther from
than
distance
om thee noise source
so
n the d
an suggested in these guidelines, may have to be added
to the analysis. Forr rezoning purp
purposes, please
ease consu
consult with the Department of City Planning (DCP) prior to selection of sensitive receptors (see
(se Subsection
ection
on 124), which
wh are identified based on land use in the study area as a result of the proposed
posed project.
project
321. MOBILE
OBILE SOURCES
SO RC OF NOISE
OIS
OISE
321.1.
21.1.. Vehicular TTraffic Sources
rces

The
he study
sstu area
ea for potential
potent
potentia noise impacts from vehicular sources includes the locations of receptors
aalong traffic
alon
fi routes
outes
tes to and
an from the site along which project vehicular trips are assigned, and the proposed sitee itself,
would be located there. Of particular importance are routes where trafp
itse
its if a receptor
re
fic levels
evelss without the proposed project would be light and made up of lighter vehicles, and where the
proposed
roposed project
proje
projec would result in a significant number of new trips. Typically, the selection of sensifor analysis goes hand in hand with the traffic and transportation trip generation
tive noise receptors
rec
re
assignment process. Once the vehicular trips have been assigned to the roadway network, the
and assign
ass
potential locations where significant noise impacts could occur may be identified. Typically, this is
potent
done by driving the routes to and from the site to identify noise receptors along those routes.
Of particular importance in selecting these receptor locations is the consideration of the existing vehicular mix and the vehicular mix that would be generated by the proposed project. Under noise
analysis procedures, vehicles are converted to Noise PCEs, which in turn are used to compute the
noise levels for future conditions (See Subsection 332.1). If a significant increase in the number of
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Noise PCEs is expected (i.e., more than a doubling of Noise PCEs) along any given route that proposed
project-related vehicles would use going to and coming from the site within a given hour, then representative receptors should be selected along that route for analysis. The project itself should also be
considered as a receptor if it would include a noise sensitive use. Usually at this stage, these judgments are made without firm data in hand. It is therefore prudent to be conservative in this judgment regarding the analysis locations (i.e., analyze any receptor that may conceivably be affected as
a noise analysis location). The actual selection of the potential noise receptor sites may be narrowed
if more data are available since potential noise increases along these routes may be calculated.
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321.2. Aircraft Sources

Three types of projects require study areas for aircraft-related noise sources:
urces:
es: a p
proposed project
oject that
or an existing
exist
lity, or a rer ewould include a new or expanded aircraft facility, renewal of a leasee for
facility,
ting aircraft
ceptor that would be affected by a proposed project that is nearr a flight path o
of an existing
tour of the existing
exis
aircraft
craft facility.
facilit The
T
facility and that is typically within the annual 65 dB(A) Ldn contour
study area for a new/expanded aircraft facility or a lease renewal
newal
wal (which is moree commonly
co
only undertaun
ken by a city agency) are essentially the same. In this case,
se, selection
election of
o the study
tudy area
a
and the
t sensitive receptors within it should be based on preliminary
ary calculations
calculation and mapping of noise
no contours.
ithin
hin these area
etailed noise impact
i
Representative locations are then selected from within
areas for detailed
analysis.
urpose. For example,
exa
, if there wer
were a number of resiEvery receptor need not be selected for this purpose.
dential buildings within this area, then one or more repre
representative
rep
tive receptor ssites may be selected
within the 60-65 dB(A) Ldn contours, one or more
mor
mo representative
pre
pres
e receptor sites
si
site between the 65 to 70
e exercise
xercise m
may be repeated
peat for othe
other
o
types of receptors within
dB(A) Ldn contours, and so on. The same
the critical contours.
uld
ld include incr
th facility, the study area should inFor airport expansions that would
increase of aircraft at the
evised
ed 65 Ldn contour
co
prepared for the
th expansion, assuming the proposed
clude receptors within the revised
rational.
nal. Repres
Repre
a then selected from within this study
expansion was fully operational.
Representative
receptors are
es for detailed n
alysis
alysis.
area for aircraft sources
noise impact analysis.
ect is located near
n
fligh path
ath of an existing aircraft facility and is within an existIf a proposed project
a flight
our, then the proposed
roposed
osed p
project
ec would introduce a receptor and the study area is
ing 65 dB(A) Ldnn contour,
he proposed project
pro
tself.
elf.
the site of the
itself.

321.3. Rail Facility
lity Sources
Sour

Two
o types
tyy s of projects
proje
pro
generally
enerally require study areas for rail-related noise sources: a proposed project
that
hat introduces
int
introd ces a receptor
ptor located within
w
approximately 1,500 feet of an existing rail facility and generally having
havin a direct
ect line
l
of sight
sigh to the rail facility; or a proposed project that would include a new
rail facilit
hat would
wou add
d trains to an existing facility. Similar to aircraft facilities, representative
facility or that
locatio
cati
ould
d be selected
sele
select from within the areas most likely to be impacted by the proposed
locations
should
p
proj
or projects
ojects
ects that
tha would provide new rail facilities or would add trains to an existing rail faciliproject for
t Nott every
very receptor
epto need be selected for this purpose. However, sufficient data should be colty.
lected
ted to
o define tthe entire area that may be significantly impacted by the noise level changes.

If a proposed project is within 1,500 feet of, and has a direct line of sight to, an existing rail facility,
he pr
p
and the
proposed
project would be a receptor, the study area should encompass the proposed
project ssite.

322. STATIONARY SOURCES
The study area for stationary sources is based on proximity of a receptor to the site of the proposed project,
or the proximity of the proposed project to a major stationary noise source in the area. When the project
would result in a new sensitive receptor within 1,500 feet of a stationary noise source, with a direct line of
sight to that source, the receptor and source should be considered for analysis. Generally, when the proposed
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project would result in any significant stationary noise sources, receptors within a 1,500-foot radius of the
proposed project that would be within a direct line of sight of the proposed project should be considered for
analysis. Receptors closest to a proposed project containing a significant stationary source noise generator
are the first candidates for inclusion in the analysis. If there is more than one such receptor within this distance from the site, the analysis may be phased to analyze the closest receptor first —if no significant impact
is found at the closest site, then it is reasonable to conclude that receptors farther from the site would also
not be affected by the proposed project. Otherwise, it is necessary to extend the analysis to the farthest reng
ceptor where no significant impact is found. A similar relationship between the proposed project and existing
ay not
and future No-Action stationary sources should be described, as appropriate. Although these sources may
els they should be generally
els)
enerally
have to be analyzed separately (because they are included in ambient noise levels)
pro
prop
ct and loud
identified. It is possible that one or more may be close enough to the site off the proposed
project
enough to require consideration of noise mitigation at the project site.

330. MODELS AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
ow the
he same basic
ba procedures
oced
ocedure
The basic analysis techniques used for noise impact analysis follow
ass for other impact
en No-Action
No-Action conditions
cco
ons
ns are projected
p
proje
analysis areas —existing conditions are first characterized, then
and analyzed,
lyzed.
yzed. Impact aassessments
ments are then made by comparing
and finally, the With-Action condition is projected and analyzed.
ing discussion outlines
es this proc
procedu
the No-Action and With-Action conditions. The following
procedure for mobile sources
and stationary sources of noise.
331. NOISE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES
The first procedure for each noise source iss to characterize
conditions
characteriz
characteri existing
sting con
on at selected receptor locations
ons
within the noise study areas. As a first step
this process,
noise levels at receptors are estabp within thi
cess,
s, existing n
lished through a noise measurementt program. This
Th noisee measurement
measuremen program described below follows a
method consistent for all sensitive receptors.
ceptors.

331.1. Noise Measurement Instrumentation
trumentation
rumentation

The most common instruments
uments us
u
used for environmental
e
nm
nme
noise assessment are sound level meters and
zers. The American
Amer
Ame
iona Standards
anda
spectrum analyzers.
National
Institute (ANSI) has published standards on
ers and methods
metho of sound
ound measu
meas
types of meters
measurement. ANSI defines three types of meters—Type 0,
stringen
rances,
es, targeted
targete for laboratory use; Type 1, called a precision meter;
having thee most string
stringent tolerances,
pe 2, a general
ose meter, having
hav
havi the least stringent tolerances acceptable for SPL moniand Type
general-purpose
ng. Sound
und lev
level meters
rs without at le
toring.
least Type 2 tolerances are not appropriate for SPL monitoring.
Many
any sou
ssound lev
ers available fo
level meters
for use today can measure and store in their memory the various
statistical
atistical and
an
a average
rag sound
rage
ound lev
leve
level parameters described earlier. These parameters may be read directly from the sound
und level
lev meter
me or downloaded to a computer. Many of these devices may be programm
am
rry out these
th
the measurements for a user-defined period at regular intervals, making
grammed
to carry
nitoring
toring eeve
long term m
monitoring
even more convenient. Instrumentation used for the measurements must meet
a
priate
ate A
appropriate
ANSI stan
standards.

ost sound leve
Most
level meters have three time response characteristics —slow, fast, and impulsive. Slow,
corresponding to a one second time constant, is usually recommended for environmental noise assessments,
ments, such as those performed for CEQR. Fast, corresponding to a one-eighth second time constant, is usually recommended to monitor discrete events to get a better indication of peak levels.
mpul
Impulsive,
corresponding to 1/30 second, is used for assessing human loudness response to impulsive
sounds.

331.2. Noise Measurement Procedures

ANSI also provides guidelines for SPL measurement practices to provide reliable data. Basic measurement procedures are defined by these standards and accepted industry practices.
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These guidelines account for microphone placement, calibration of instruments, and precautions pertaining to meteorological conditions, principally wind speed. The following are general guidelines for
reference.
To be sure that the meter is working properly, measuring instrument calibration
should be checked before and after each series of readings. Typical sound level calibrators are
small hand-held devices with adapters to fit the measuring microphone of the meter being used.
With a properly operating meter and calibrator, the meter should not vary by more than 0.5 dB.
uld
ld
Any variation beyond 0.5 dB that cannot be accounted for is an indication that the device should
e aadd
be returned to the manufacturer for adjustment and calibration. In no case should a meter be
d. Calibrators
Cal
Calib
und mem ejusted manually in the field unless a new microphone is being fitted.
and sound
ters should be factory-calibrated at least once a year.
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CALIBRATION.

To avoid distortion, the measuring microphone
icrophone
phone is pl
placed
p
a minimum
nimum of 3
und, walls, and
a the body of the
th perp
to 4 feet away from any reflecting surfaces, including the ground,
son performing the measurements. Failure to do so mayy introduce
errors as high
from retroduce err
hig as 6 dB fr
fro
flected sound. Whenever feasible, the meter should be mounted o
on a tripod
the
pod to permit
per
t moniment. Complete records
ds of the measurement,
me
meas
toring personnel to stand away from the instrument.
inn(s),
s), a map of the monitoring
onitoring location(s),
loca
cluding specifics of the measurement location(s),
time of
ement(s), ident
ide
measurement(s), meteorological conditionss during the m
measurement(s),
identification
of signifin bers of all
a equipment
pment used, and
an calibration results
cant sound sources, model and serial numbers
ess from
fro thee sound
so
sou levell meter should
shou
sho
should be made. The electronic log files
also be provided. This
measur
measure
ary, due
du to questions, changes in
allows for accurate duplication of thee measurements,
if nec
necessary,
conditions, or inconsistencies.

MICROPHONE PLACEMENT.

When
en
n measureme
measurements are
ree performed o
outdoors or in areas where airflow
vement
ment of air m
kew the monitoring
monito
may be sensed, the movement
may skew
results because wind may introch ass 20 dB ov
ove actual noise
oise levels.
leve Therefore, a windscreen designed to fit
duce errors of as much
over
ment should be
b used. These windscreens
inds
indsc
the specific instrument
are typically open cell foam spheres
ed to block wi
win
e without
out att
and are designed
wind noise
attenuating the signal being measured. Even with a
ace, wind sspeedss above
bove 12 miles
mile per hour may cause erroneous readings. Therewindscreen in place,
d speed
peed should
shoul be monitored
onitored and
an readings should not be taken when wind speeds exfore, wind
h
ceed 12 miles per ho
hour.

ACCOUNTING FOR WIND.

According to ANSI Standard S1.13-2005, the acceptable temperaAccord
tur range
nge fo
surements is 14
1 degrees Fahrenheit to 122 degrees Fahrenheit. In addition,
ture
for measurements
tem
all not be outside
o
thee temperature
shall
the ranges recommended for operation by the sound level
eter manufacturer
m
acture
ctur orr individual
indiv
meter
instruments in the measurement system.
ACCOUNTING
OUNTING FOR TEMPERATURE.
RATURE
RE..

During
D
periods of inclement weather (i.e., rain, snow, etc.), measurements
ot be taken. Measurement should also be performed when the ground is dry, and not
should not
en
n the ground
ound is
i wet or snow covered.
when

ACCOUNTING
A
ACC
NG FOR RAIN.

Noise measurements should be made
accordance with the expected times that the proposed activity at the site would be greatest, or
in accorda
accordan
receptors may otherwise be most likely to experience significant impacts bewhen surrounding
su
cause
au of the proposed project. While this generally occurs for most projects during the peak typical weekday traffic hours (i.e., the AM, midday, and/or PM peak periods), this may not be approca
priate for some projects and it may be necessary to gather data during weekend, late night
hours, or for all 24 hours. For example, noise generated by traffic leaving a large multiplex movie
theater may result in significant noise impacts during late night hours; maximum project impacts
from truck traffic generated by solid waste transfer stations may occur either during late night or
early morning hours; and noise from power generation facilities may be most likely to cause significant impacts during late night or early morning hours when background levels are low. Traffic
NOISEE MEASUR
MEASUREMENT PERIODS AND NOISE PEAK HOUR SELECTION.
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data collection should be coordinated with the noise studies to ensure that, where necessary for
analysis purposes, traffic data is available for late night, weekend, and/or all 24 hours. Traffic data collection should be conducted in accordance with the methods described in Chapter 16,
“Transportation.” Vehicular trip assignments and their hourly distribution should be defined before the hours for noise analysis are determined. Care must be exercised in selecting the noise
measurement period and, as detailed information about a project is developed, it may be necessary to supplement initial noise measurements by including additional time periods.
While each of the noise meaalo
surements is being taken, events that contribute to the monitored values should be noted. Att locations where traffic on the adjacent street is a significant noise source,
ource,
urce a traffic counting
ting and
classification program should be conducted that records the following:
total
owing:
ng: total vehicles;
v
otal numnumgned to carry m
an nine pa
passber of buses (i.e., vehicles having two or three axles and designed
more than
m
xles with a gro
sengers); total number of heavy trucks (i.e., cargo vehicles with three or more
axles
gross
vehicle weight of more than 26,400 pounds); total number
ber of medium truckss (i.e.,
(
cargo vehicles
veh
ve
ght of between 9,900
0 and
an 26,400
2 00 p
with two axles and six tires with a gross vehicle weight
pounds);
rucks
ks (i.e.,
((i.e.
i.e.,, vehicles
veh
ving two
tw axles
ax and four
and total number of passenger vehicles or light trucks
having
00
0 pounds).
tires with a gross vehicle weight of less than 9,900
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OTHER ACTIVITIES DURING THE CONDUCT OF THE NOISE MEASUREMENTS.

umber
mber of trains
train passing by during
At locations where rail noise is a significant noise source, the number
o d, and if p
le, the number of cars on the train
the measurement period should be recorded,
possible,
should be noted.

craftt becomes audible
le duri
durin
he m
If noise from a rail facility or aircraft
during the
measurement program, meaed until that sound
so
o longer audible.
au
surements should be suspended
iss no
Where these noise sources
lculated
culated rather than being measured
measure because of the extreme variabiliare of concern, they are calculated
m these source
easured noise levels
l
ty in measured data from
sources. Measured
for aircraft noise are unreliable
hly sensitive to environmental
ental factors,
facto
fact
because they are highly
such as atmospheric and terrain conditions.
easurements
urements sh
b suspended
usp
uspen
In general, measurements
should also be
when unusual events occur during the meaTypicall this includes
udes n
no
f
surement period.. Typically
noise from
sirens of emergency vehicles, construction ace However, it may
ay include noise
no
nois from other non-dominant sources (e.g., rail noise
tivities, etc.
n vehicular tra
traff
he dominant no
when
traffic is the
noise source).
The
T duration of noise measurements should be sufficient to
ensur
ens
easurements aare reflective of ambient conditions. For example, at locations
ensure that the measurements
where
here traffic
t
dominan noise source, measurements made for shorter time periods are
iss tthe dominant
genera
enera sufficient
fficient
cien ssince
en
generally
noise is relatively insensitive to minor fluctuations in changes in Noise
PCE
ample, it takes
ta
PCEs. Forr example,
a doubling of Noise PCEs to equal a 3 dB(A) change (i.e., just perceptib
und
d levels. FFor that reason, it is generally not necessary to conduct noise measurements
ble) in sound
an a 20-minute
2
for more than
period during any hour at any given location, provided that a traffic
count
nt and ve
vehicle classification is conducted simultaneously with the noise measurement at the
measureme
measurement site. Typically, one-hour measurements are recommended for rail facilities. Shorter measurements
measu
(e.g. 20-minute) may be allowed for certain rail facilities, such as subways, provided
de the measurements include typical rail operation events. Because of rail scheduling, the durat
rati
ration of measurements at these locations should be determined on a site-specific basis. It is important to ensure that the duration of the measurement period is sufficiently long to include typical events and conditions. When doubt may arise about whether the measurement duration is
sufficiently long to be representative of conditions, 20-minute measurements may be compared
to one-hour values to see if there are discrepancies in the values.
DURATION
DU
TION OF NO
NOISE MEASUREMENTS.
ASUREMENTS.
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If the proposed project is expected to generate traffic or stationary source noise over a 24-hour
period, it may be necessary to take 24-hour noise measurements at one or more receptor locations.
At the completion of the measurement, the following noise levels should be
recorded from the noise meter: Lmax, Lmin, L1, L10, L50, L90, Leq(1). Recording of these descriptors may
assist in determining if any anomalous conditions occurred during the measurement, if the measurement is called into question during the detailed analysis. If monitoring results are to be used
in the placement of noise (E) Designations, 1/3 octave bands should also be recorded.
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MONITORING RESULTS.

332. MOBILE SOURCES ANALYSES
332.1. Vehicular Noise

For most projects reviewed under CEQR, a desk-top analysis may
ay bee employed
employe using
ng a logarithmi
logarithmic
se Model
odel (TNM)
(TNM should be used for
f the
equation (described below). However, the FHWA Traffic Noise
following situations:
•

ignificant
ficant chang
cha
oadway o
or st
Analyzing conditions that result in new or significant
changes in roadway
street geometry;

•

traf volumes
mes are involved;
involve
involv
Roadways that currently carry no or very low traffic

•

multip
ulti sources
ources including
ng traffic; o
Ambient noise is the result of multiple
or

•

ges due to th
ent of the total ambient noise leA detailed analysis of changes
the trafficc com
component
vels is necessary.

ount
unt various factors
fac
fa
v
The TNM model takes into account
that influence vehicular
noise, including traffic voreceptor
eptor geom
(inclu
lumes, vehicle mix, source/receptor
geometry, shielding (includ
(including barriers and terrain), ground atculated
ted values using
u
mod may be used directly, it is preferable to
tenuation, etc. While calculated
the TNM mode
model
fo the particular condition
ondit
verify the accuracy of the model for
being analyzed. Based upon these meament
nt factors m
oped tto account for site-specific differences between
surements, adjustment
may be d
developed
l-predicte values.
es.
measured and model-predicted
larly useful app
on of the TNM model is for situations where traffic is one of the comOne particularly
application
ise. In such situations, the TNM model may be used to compute the
ponents of the total am
ambient noise.
omponent of the noise,
ompone
oise, and may then
t
traffic component
be subtracted from the measured ambient noise levels
dete
ne the
he non-traffic
raffic components
compone of the total ambient noise levels.
to deter
determine

Computeriz
omputeriz models,
del such
dels
uch as CadnaA
Ca
Computerized
and SoundPLAN, either have developed or are in the process
develop algorithms
gorithms
rithm that
at iincorporate the TNM model for vehicular noise calculations. Upon veriof developing
fication
catio by FHWA
HWA
A that the
thes
these algorithms produce results comparable to the TNM model, they may be
utiliz
QR
R analyses.
analyse
utilized for CEQR

O
ut

e thee TN
TNM model
mod often yields accurate prediction results for first level screening purposes as
While
ell as for
or assess
well
assessing project impacts, it is more convenient and easier to use the logarithmic equation
described belo
below.

Analysis of existing noise conditions uses monitored noise levels and observations made during the monitoring period to assess noise levels and their sources. Most often,
va
it may be assumed that substantially all measured noise at a measurement site is associated
with the vehicular traffic passing the site. This is a proper assumption as long as vehicular noise
levels are at least 10 dBA above levels associated with all other noise sources. The results of the
noise monitoring program are reported as existing conditions in the environmental assessment.
EXISTING
EXISTI
XI
CONDITIONS.
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If noise levels cannot be measured at a receptor location, measured data from a site in the area
may sometimes be adjusted assuming a 3 dB(A) attenuation per doubling of distance to estimate existing noise levels at the receptor location.
To arrive at the No-Action noise condition, the results of the NoAction traffic analysis (see Chapter 16, “Transportation”) are used to compute total Noise PCEs
passing each receptor site. From the existing and No-Action traffic data, existing and No-Action
Noise PCEs are calculated in the following manner (see Subsection 331.2 under “Other Activities
During the Conduct of the Noise Measurements” for definitions of vehicle types):

FUTURE NO-ACTION CONDITION.

Each Automobile or Light Truck: 1 Noise PCE

•

Each Medium Truck: 13 Noise PCEs

•

Each Bus: 18 Noise PCEs

•

Each Heavy Truck: 47 Noise PCEs
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•

NM model, assuming
ass
assu
sp
Note: These values were obtained using the TNM
a speed
of 255 mph and
eeds belo
ph, the TN
a distance of 30 feet from the roadway. Forr speeds
below 25 mph,
TNM m
model should
ening
ning values. FFor projects
ojects with traffic
tra
be run to develop project-specific screening
moving at
ore than 30 feet from
m the roadway,
roadwa either the default
higher speeds and/or receptors at more
obt
ng the TNM model may be used
values shown above or project-specificc values obtained
using
for purposes of screening.

ted and tabulated
tabula
tabul
r ptor
pto site, the No-Action noise leAfter the Noise PCEs are calculated
at each receptor
ollowing
owing equat
equati
vels are calculated using the following
equation:

Equation 19-1

FNA NL =10
= log (NA PCE/EE PCE) + E NL
where:
where
FNA NL = Future No-Action
-A
Noise Level
NA PCE = No-Action
o-Acti Noise PCEs
E PCE = Existing No
Noise PCEs
E NL = Existing Noise
No Level

The calculation
Th
alculatt
us
usi the Leq(1)noise measurement results. L10(1) values are calcuis conducted using
lated
by addingg the
la
ated b
e difference
differen between the L10(1) and Leq(1) descriptors found to exist in the measurement
surem
urem
program
ogra to the calculated No-Action Leq(1) noise level. The results of the No-Action
noi
o level
vel calculation
alculati are then reported in the environmental assessment.
noise
The identical analysis procedure is used to determine the WithAction
on co
ccondition,
tion with calculated total Noise PCEs derived from the With-Action traffic analysis.
To determine
determin potential significant impacts, the With-Action condition noise levels are compared
noise levels, applicable standards and impact thresholds at each receptor
with the No-Action
N
(see Se
Sec
Sections 410 and 710, below).
FUTURE
RE WITH-ACTION
TH-ACTION
H-ACTIO CONDITION.

332.2. Aircraft Noise

While FAA Ldn contours are of general interest and should be reported because
they show annual average values over a 24-hour period and tend to average out high hourly values,
they are of limited use for an impact assessment because it is generally necessary to calculate Leq(1)
values to determine project impacts. Leq(1) values, as well as Ldn values, may be calculated using the
Federal INM V7.0a computer model or other acceptable models based on actual noise measurement.
EXISTING CONDITIONS.
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NOISE
Computerized models, such as CadnaA FLG and SoundPLAN, either have developed or are in the
process of developing algorithms that incorporate aircraft noise calculations. Upon verification that
these algorithms produce results comparable to the INM V7.0a model, they may be utilized for CEQR
analyses.
NO-ACTION CONDITION. The same analysis methods used to estimate existing aircraft noise levels are to
be used in the No-Action scenario using the No-Action aircraft mix.

The same analysis methods used to estimate existing aircraft noise levels aree
to be used in the With-Action scenario using the With-Action aircraft mix. To determine potential sigsigit the No-Action noise
ith
isee lelenificant impacts, the With-Action condition noise levels are compared with
vels, applicable standards and impact thresholds at each of the receptors
ors (see SSections 410 and 710,
below).
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WITH-ACTION CONDITION.

332.3. Train Noise

Noise from train operations is calculated
ted using the d
detailed
dn
noisee analysis
analysi meanalys
on (FTA)
TA) guidance
guidan
guida
anual, Transit
anual
Tra
N
thodology contained in the Federal Transit Administration
manual,
Noise
and
ology,
y, Leq(1) values
va
v
ay be calculated
calculat
calcu
Vibration Assessment (May 2006). Using this methodology,
may
as a funct
nd receptor; shielding
s
tion of a number of factors, including the distancee between the track
and
at the
co
receptor; number of trains; average number of cars per train; train speed; track conditions;
whether
ted values using the FTA method
the track is on grade or on structure; etc. Calculated
methodology may either be
ents,
ts, aadjustment
stm
stmen
rs may be de
d
used directly or, based upon measurements,
factors
developed
to account for
ured
d and model-predicted
m
mo
dicte values.
alue
alues.
site-specific differences between measured
EXISTING CONDITIONS.

dnaA
A and SoundPLAN,
Sound
Soun
N, either ha
Computerized models, such as CadnaA
have developed or are in the process
ncorporate
corporate the FTA
F and/or
nd/or FRA algo
algor
of developing algorithms that incorporate
algorithms for rail transit noise calculase algorithms
algorithm produce
oduce comparable
comparab results to the FTA algorithm, they
tions. Upon verification that these
yses.
may be utilized for CEQR analyses.
The same analysis
anal
ana
methods used
d to estimate existing train noise levels are used
cenario
ario using tthe
th No-Action
Act
rain m
in the No-Action scenario
train
mix.

NO-ACTION CONDITION.

The same analysis methods
me
m
used to estimate existing train noise levels are
used in thee With-Action scenario
train mix. To determine potential significant
s
o using the With-Action
W
Wi
impacts,, the With-Action
levels are compared to the No-Action noise levels, applicaWith-Acti
With-Actio condition
ndition
ion noise le
ble standards
impact thresholds at eeach of the receptors (see Sections 410 and 710, below).
dardss and
an im
WITH-ACTION CONDITION.
ONDITION.
ITION.

333. STATIONARY
TATIONARY
ATIONA SOURCES

Noise
N
No
levels
lev of existing stationary sources should be measured at the noisesensitive
sensitiv
ensitiv receptors
eptors
ors closest
close to the source. If the stationary source in question would be part of the
prop
oject
ct and do
proposed project
does not currently exist, noise measurements should be performed at the
p
pr
ty line of the sit
property
site closest to the proposed stationary source(s) and at the closest noise-sensitive
receptors
that spatial coverage and receptor “type” coverage is adequate. For example, if
ptors
rs to ensure
ens
here is a park nearby
n
there
and residential units nearby, both need to be monitored for existing conditions.
EXISTING CONDITIONS.
CO
ONS.
S

NO ACTIO
ACTION CONDITION. In cases where new stationary sources are to be introduced into the study area
in
n the future without the project, the noise contribution from these facilities is predicted at the noisesensitive receptors and/or the project site and added to existing noise levels to obtain the No-Action
condition. The calculations are based on operational information from the entity responsible for the
new stationary noise sources.

If the project under consideration involves locating a potential noise sensitive
receptor near an existing stationary noise source, then measurements made at the site location of

WITH-ACTION CONDITION.
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NOISE
the existing stationary source are generally used for the impact evaluation. Where the proposed
project involves a new stationary source, the analysis should focus on determining maximum L eq(1)
values at receptor locations (including the property line) with the stationary source operating. The
first step in this calculation is acquiring project-specific noise emission data from the manufacturer,
or, lacking that, estimating the emission levels from a review of the literature. Often the data is provided in terms of sound power level. This noise descriptor, expressed in decibels, is a measure of the
total acoustic power of a source. It may be used to predict the sound level at a given distance using
the formula:
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Equation 19-2

Lp = Lw - 20*log(d) - Ae
where:
Lp is the sound pressure level
Lw is the sound power level
d is the distance from the source to the receiver in
n feet
Ae is excess attenuation caused by environmental
mental and
terrain features

urer of the stationary
stat
y equipment is always the best
While noise emission data from the manufacturer
ava
m industry groups such as EPRI
source, when this is not available information may be available
from
iaa 94304
94
943 USA), in publications
ications suc
such as Electric Power Plant
(3412 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, California
he Edison
Edis
Ediso Electricc Institute,
In ute, or in industry-sponsored comEnvironmental Noise Guide published by the
clude
e locating an operating
perating facility
f ity with similar equipment and
puter models. Other alternatives include
cility, prefer
prefe
imilar dis
dista
performing measurements at thatt facility,
preferably at similar
distances
and under similar conditions
oposed
posed project
proje
to those anticipated for the proposed
project.

he next step is
i predicting
ng the sound
sou levels at the noise sensitive receptors.
Once data are acquired, the
ral discrete sources
sou
d wher
Where a single or several
exist, and
where the distances are moderate and have an
ght, this ma
lis
lish
unobstructed line off sight,
may be accomplished
using basic noise fundamentals for calculation
n of sound levels,
leve
lev
quenc adjustments
dj
djustm
(i.e., the addition
frequency
to get A-weighted values, etc.). For examer data is av
e, the
he equation
equa
equat
ple, if sound power
available,
given above may then be used. If sound level data
le, the following
followin equation
ation
on may be u
us
are available,
used to estimate sound levels at a receptor:

Equation
on 19-3

Lp1 = Lp2 – 20*log(d
20*log 1/d2)
where:
w
Lp11 is sound
soun pressure level at the receptor
Lp2 iss sound
so
pressure level at the reference location
d1 is the distance from the source to the receptor
d2 is the distance at which the source sound level
data is known

Any attenuation
nuatio byy sstructures around the source or noise control measures (such as silencers, acousticc barriers,
rriers, etc.
etc.)) that are to be used must be considered in calculating sound levels at the receptors.

Where there are many individual sources associated with the project, and when there is varying landscape (pa
(
(parks,
buildings, trees) between the source and receptors, calculations become even more
compli
complicated. In addition, data provided by manufacturers and/or the literature are often presented
in octave bands. While it is useful to perform the calculations in octave bands, particularly when designing noise control features, the calculated octave band values should be converted to equivalent
A-weighted values for impact evaluation purposes. Both ANSI and ISO have documents which describe techniques and considerations for carrying out these calculations. Following these procedures
often involves programming a computer spreadsheet to automate the details (i.e., sound power level
to sound pressure level conversion as a function of frequency and distance; application of attenua-
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tion of buildings, barriers, terrain, noise control as a function of frequency; summation of contributions of the various sources; and conversion to A-weighted sound levels).
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Computer models are also available that are based upon the various standards and allow the calculations to be carried out. These models also often include databases of source sound levels for use in
the model. Programs such as CadnaA developed by DataKustik, NOISECALC developed by the New
York State Department of Public Service, SPM9613 developed by Power Acoustics Inc, SoundPLAN
developed by Braunstein + Berndt GmbH, Electric Utility Environmental Noise Program developed by
the Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation, and Predictor 7810 developed by Brüel &
pro
Kjær are examples of such programs. These programs are not specifically endorsed, and otherr programs may be available to perform similar functions.
eferable to
t use actual
ctual facility
In all cases, rather than using theoretical modeling techniques, it iss preferable
measur
measu
nd itss levels can
data. Therefore, if a facility comparable to the proposed project can be measured,
and
sed project
projec site,
s
be adjusted to account for differences in conditions between its site and th
the proposed
that is generally a preferred modeling approach.

eople
ople using
usi pa
As previously mentioned, noise generated by children in playgrounds or people
parks is consint to playgrounds
playgroun or parks, absent data for comdered stationary source noise. For locations adjacent
nts made at ten
te school
ooll playground
playgrou sites in 1987, it
parable facilities, based upon noise measurements
undary would
woul be 755 dB(A), 15 feet
fee from the boundary
may be assumed that Leq(1) noise levels at the boundary
would be 73 dB(A), 30 feet from the boundary
70 dB(A),
ary would
uld be 7
), and the noise
noi
nois level would decrease
by 4.5 dB(A) per doubling of distance beyond
these values may overestieyond
d 30 feet. In some
me situations,
uations, tth
mate playground noise levels. It is prudent
consult
information is availudent
nt to cons
consu with
h DEP to
t seee if updated
u
able prior to using these screeningg values.
lues.
cant
nt impacts, the
t With-Action
th-Action condi
cond
To determine potential significant
condition noise levels are compared with
plicable standards
ssta
impac thresholds
th
the No-Action noise levels,, applicable
and impact
at each of the receptor locars developed
eveloped to
t indicate noise
ise levels
level
leve within varying distances from a source
tions or within contours
d 710, below).
(see Sections 410 and

334. Combined Effectss of Mobile and Stationary
Noise
Sources
ionary
ary No
Noi So
Each mobile and stationary
source analysis
maximum Leq(1) noise level. These values are logarithmicaltationary sourc
lysis
is yields a m
ly added to yield
maximum-possible
eld a total max
ma
m-possible
ossible Leq(1
level.
To determine the potential for significant impacts
eq(1)
eq
caused by the propose
project, the totals in th
the With-Action condition are compared to the No-Action total
proposed pr
noise levels
respective
locations, the applicable standards, and the impact thresholds.
els at tthe respe
pe
receptor locatio
335.. USE OF PROPRIETARY
PROP
RY MODELS
M ELS
mayy be used
Proprietary models
mo
use for analysis purposes only if they have been deemed appropriate by the reor agencies,
viewing agency
age
ncies, and full disclosure of the model, the model’s operation, and all data are made
reviewing
or agencies. Information on proprietary models may not be able to be
availab to the
available
hee rev
wing agency
aag
treated
treate
eate as confidential.
confidential
fidenti Consequently, the use of proprietary models should be discussed with the reviewing
agency or agencies.
ag
age
gencies.

400. DETERMINING
ETERMININ
TERMIN
IMPACT SIGNIFICANCE

The followingg section
provides guidelines and recommendations for the determination of impact significance. Dependsec
ing on the project, using either one, or both, of the following approaches to determine impact significance may be appropriate. The first approach describes the use of absolute noise level limits (absolute noise impact criteria). The
second approach describes the use of an incremental change from No-Action conditions (relative impact criteria). For
either approach, two considerations must be made:
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•

Are the existing and future receptors experiencing noise levels above absolute limits? (Absolute limits, in this
case, relate to published standards (see Section 710, below))

•

Would the proposed project become a sensitive receptor in the area?
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410. IMPACT THRESHOLDS AT RECEPTORS
The selection of incremental values and absolute noise levels should be responsive to the nuisance levels of noise
0 PM),
and critical time periods when nuisance levels are most acute. During daytime hours (between 7 AM and 10
outdoo
nuisance levels for noise are generally considered to be more than 45 dB(A) indoors and 70 to 75 dB(A) outdoor
outdoors.
B is the level at which
B(A
ch speech
Indoor activities are subject to task interference above this level, and 70 to 75 dB(A)
(inc
(in
al single-glazed
interference occurs outdoors. Typical construction techniques used in the pastt (including
typical
on from
rom outdo
ndoor areas.
windows) provide a minimum of approximately 20 dB(A) of noise attenuation
outdoor to indoor
cant impact
mpact dur
du
aytime
ytime hours, it is reaIn view of these factors and for the purposes of determining a significant
during
daytime
hould not be sig
ssignificantly exceeded.
exceeded For examsonable to consider 65 dB(A) Leq(1) as an absolute noise level that should
ple, if the No-Action noise level is 60 dB(A) Leq(1) or less, a 5 dB(A)
A) Leq(1)
grea increase
crea would
crease
uld b
be considered
eq( or greater
significant. If the No-Action noise level is 61 dB(A) Leq(1), the maximum
aximum incremental
incr
inc
ntal
al increase
incre
would be 4 dB(A),
since an increase higher than this would result in a noise level
evel
vel higher than the 65 dB(A)
dB(A Leq(1)
threshold and is con(1) th
vel iss 62 dB(A)
dB(A Leq(1) orr more, a 3 dB(A)
d
Leq(1) or greater
sidered significant. Similarly, if the No-Action noise level
change is considered significant.
ularly
arly critical
cal ti
od relative to
t potential nuisance values for
Nighttime (between 10 PM and 7 AM) is a particularly
time period
he total n
e noi
evels, an
evel
a increase of 3 dB(A) Leq(1) is typnoise level increases. Therefore, irrespective of the
nighttime
noise levels,
httime hou
ically considered a significant impact duringg nighttime
hours.

420. IMPACT THRESHOLDS FOR PROPOSED
SENSITIVE RECEPTORS
ED PROJECTS
ROJECTS TTHAT INTRODUCE
NTRODUCE SEN
ojects that introducee sensitive receptors
r
Impact thresholds for proposed projects
are more straightforward. Typically,
c
or relate
rela to absolute noise limits. The Noise Exposure
potential significant impacts on the newly created
receptor
2 are followed
follow byy lead agencies
age
agen
Guidelines shown in Table 19-2
for this purpose. If a proposed project is within an
se levels eexceed the ma
i
inally
area where the projectt noise
marginally
acceptable limit shown in the Noise Exposure Guidehe propose
ing
ng line, or if
i that is not known, at the property line), a significant impact
lines (as measured att the
proposed building
n, the project
projec would
w
m
would occur. Then,
be subject to mitigation
measures necessary to bring its interior noise levels
el of 25 dB(A) or
o more
re below the maximum
m
down to a level
marginally acceptable levels (by receptor type) for exsu shown
wn iin TTable 19-2. If the proposed
pro
ternal exposure
project includes a publicly accessible outdoor area requiring
q
(suc as a park for passiv
serenity and qu
quiet (such
passive recreation), the feasibility and applicability of implementing mitigab
te
noise le
lev
tion measures to bring
exterior
levels to below 55 dB(A) L 10(1) should be explored on a case by case basis in
nsultation
ultation with the lead
ead
d agen
ag
consultation
agency and the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation (or controlling entity if it would not
n be a city
ty park).
The mann
ma
wh these typical
tty
manner
in which
significant impact thresholds are applied to mobile and stationary sources is
discuss
scuss below.
ow.
w.
discussed
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2

3

Clearly
Unacceptable
General
External
Exposure

Airport
Exposure

3

Airport
Exposure

3

3

Marginally
Unacceptable
General
External
Exposure

L10 ≤ 55 dBA
L10 ≤ 55 dBA

55 < L10 ≤ 65 dBA

65 < L10 ≤ 80
dBA

L10 > 80 dBA

70 < L10 ≤ 80
dBA

L10 > 80 dBA

L10 ≤ 65 dBA

(10 PM
to 7
AM)

L10 ≤ 55 dBA

65 < L10 ≤ 70 dBA

55 < L10 ≤ 70 dBA

4. School, museum, library, court, house of
worship, transient hotel or motel, public
meeting room, auditorium, out-patient public health facility

Same as
Residential
Day
(7 AM-10 PM)

5. Commercial or office

Same as
Residential
Day
(7 AM-10
10 PM))

Same as
Sam
Residential
d
Day
Da
(7 AM-10
0 PM)

Note 4

Note
te 4

6. Industrial, public areas only

4

Note 4

Same
amee as
Residential
sidential Day
(7 AM
AM-10
AM--10 PM)

70 < L10 ≤ 80
dBA

Same
me as
Residential Day
((7 AM
AM-10
-10
0 PM)
PM
Sam as
Same
Residential Day
R
Res
(7 AM-10 PM)
Note 4

(I) 65 < Ldn ≤ 70 dBA,
A, (II) 70 ≤ Ldn
d

(7 AM
to 10
PM)

----------Ldn ≤ 60 dBA----------

3. Residence, residential hotel, or motel

----------60 < Ldnn ≤ 65 dBA------------dBA
dBA----------
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2. Hospital, nursing home

L110 > 80 dBA

Same as
Residential
Day
(7 AM-10 PM)
Same as
Residential
Day
(7 AM-10 PM)

----------Ldn ≤ 75 dBA----------

1. Outdoor area requiring serenity and quiet

Marginally
Acceptable
General
External
Exposure

Airport
Exposure

Time
Period

Receptor Type

Acceptable
General
External
Exposure

Airport
Exposure

Table 19-2
Noise Exposure Guidelines For Use in City Environmental Impact Review1

Note 4

Notes:
(i) In addition, any new activity shall not increase the ambientt noise
se level by 3 dB
dB(A) or more.
re.
1
Measurements and projections of noise exposures are to be made at appro
appropriate heights above
bove site boundaries
bou
bo
as given by American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standards; all values are for the worst hour in the time period.
eriod.
2
Tracts of land where serenity and quiet are extraordinarily
aordinarily
arily importan
important and serve as important
orta public need, and where the preservation of these qualities is essential for the
ortan
uld include amphitheaters,
amp
a
rs, particular
part
r parks
p
o
area to serve its intended purpose. Such areass could
or portions of parks, or open spaces dedicated or recognized by appropriate local
officials for activities requiring special qualities
lities of serenity and quiet. Examples
xamples
ples are grounds
g nd for ambulatory hospital patients and patients and residents of sanitariums and
nursing homes.
3
One may use the FAA-approved Ldn contours supplie
supplied b
by the Port
rt Authority,
hority, or
or the n
noise contours may be computed from the federally approved INM Computer Model using
flight data supplied by the Port Authority of New Yo
Yor
York and New
w Jersey.
rsey.
4
External Noise Exposure standards
rds for industrial
indu
areas of sounds
ounds produced by industrial operations other than operating motor vehicles or other transportation facilities are
spelled out in the New York
rk City
Cit Zoning
ning Resolu
Resolution,
Reso
Sections
ctions 42-20
42-20 and 42-21.
4242
The referenced standards apply to M1, M2, and M3 manufacturing districts and to adjoining residence districts (performance
mance standards
sstan ds are octave band
and standards).
Sources: New York City Department of
o Environmental
me
Protection (a
(ad
(adopted policy 1983).

421. MOBILE
MOBIL SOURCES
CESS
421.1.
1 1 Vehicular
ular Noise

The
he impact
mpact asses
assessments for vehicular noise compare the proposed project Leq(1) noise levels at receptors potentially
potentiall
potential affected by the project to those calculated for the No-Action condition. If the NoAction
n leve
levels are less than 60 dB(A) Leq(1) and the analysis period is not at nighttime, an increase of 5
dB(A) Leq(1) or more in the future with the project would be considered a significant impact. In order
for
or the
th 5 dB(A) threshold to be valid, the resultant With-Action condition noise level would have to be
equal to or less than 65 dB(A). If the No-Action noise level is equal to or greater than 62 dB(A) Leq(1),
or if the analysis period is a nighttime analysis period, the incremental significant impact threshold
would be 3 dB(A) Leq(1). If the No-Action noise level is 61dB(A) Leq(1), the maximum incremental increase would be 4 dB(A), since an increase higher than this would result in a noise level higher than
the 65 dB(A) Leq(1) threshold and be considered significant.
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If the proposed project would introduce a sensitive receptor, With-Action noise levels in dB(A) L10(1)
would be compared to the values contained in the Noise Exposure Guidelines. If these noise levels
would exceed the marginally acceptable levels, a significant impact would occur unless the building
design as proposed provides a composite building attenuation that would be sufficient to reduce
these levels to an acceptable interior noise level. These values are shown in Table 19-3. The applicant
should demonstrate that sufficient attenuation is provided in the form of composite building attenuation calculations based upon the Outdoor Indoor Transmission Class (OITC) values of individual man
jor window/wall/ventilation components, unless a federal funding source, as defined in Subsection
mismi
s723 of this chapter, requires usage of a different single number rating, such as the Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating, to calculate the noise levels and attenuation values..

Table 19-3
vels
Required Attenuation Values To Achieve Acceptable Interior Noise Levels
Marginally Unacceptable

Noise level with
proposed project
Attenuation

Note:

A

Clearly
ar Unacceptable
naccepta
nacceptab

70<L10≤73

73<L10≤76

76<L10≤78
78

78<L10≤8
≤≤80

80<L10
80

(I)
28 dB(A)

(II)
31 dB(A)

(III)
33 dB(A)

(IV)
35 dB(A)
(
(A)

36 + ((L10 - 80) dB(A)

B

A

The above composite window-wall attenuation values are for residential
idential dwellings
dwelling and community
dwellin
ommunity
unity facility dev
development. Commercial
eac category.
ory. All th
the above categories require
requ a closed window situation and
office spaces and meeting rooms would be 5 dB(A) less in each
hence an alternate means of ventilation.
B
Required attenuation values increase by 1 dB(A) increments
crements
ments for L10 values
v
greater
ter tha
than 80 dBA.
BA.
Source: New York City Department of Environmental Protection
otection
n

421.2. Aircraft Noise

If the proposed project would
d create an
a aircraft facility
cility (he
(heliport or airport), cause a change in flight
paths or flight frequency
aircraft facility, or be subj
subject to aircraft noise, the impact criteria disency
cy at an aircr
airc
sub
cussed in Sections 410
If these
levels
0 and 420 apply.
a
th
lev in dB(A) Ldn(y) exceed the marginally acceptable
ant impact
mpact wou
cur, unless
unles the
he building design as proposed provides a composite
level, a significant
would occur,
enuation that w
e sufficient tto reduce these levels to an acceptable interior noise
building attenuation
would be
sign
sig
ntly impacted buildings,
b
level. In the case of significantly
design measures should be implemented that
positee building attenuation provided in Table 19-3. The applicant should
achieve the levels of composite
mon ate that
mons
tha sufficient
ient attenuatio
demonstrate
attenuation is provided in the form of composite building attenuation
calculation
alculat
ba
on the OITC
OIT values
v
calculations
based
upon
of individual major window/wall/ventilation components,
fed
undin
ndin source,
ource, as
a defined in Subsection 723 of this chapter, requires usage of a difunless a federal
funding
sin number
umber
er rating,
ratin
ra
ferent single
such as the STC rating, to calculate the noise levels and attenuation vals.
ues.

421.3.
21.3. TTrain Noise
oisee

If the
he proposed
oposed project
p
would create a rail facility, cause a change in frequency of trains along the rail
to rail noise, the impact criteria discussed in Sections 410 and 420 apply. If
facility,
acility, or be subject
s
these levels in dB(A) Ldn(1) exceed the marginally acceptable level, a significant impact would occur,
unless the
t building design as proposed provides a composite building attenuation that would be sufficient to reduce these levels to an acceptable interior noise level. In the case of significantly impacted buildings, design measures should be implemented that achieve the levels of composite building attenuation provided in Table 19-3. The applicant should demonstrate that sufficient attenuation
is provided in the form of composite building attenuation calculations based upon the OITC values of
individual major window/wall/ventilation components, unless a federal funding source, as defined in
Subsection 723 of this chapter, requires usage of a different single number rating, such as the STC
rating, to calculate the noise levels and attenuation values.
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422. STATIONARY SOURCES
If a proposed project would be subject to stationary source noise levels greater than the impact criteria discussed in Section 410, a significant impact would occur, unless the building design as proposed provides a
composite building attenuation that would be sufficient to reduce these levels to an acceptable interior noise
level. In the case of significantly impacted buildings, design measures should be implemented that achieve the
levels of composite building attenuation provided in Table 19-3. The applicant should demonstrate that sufficient attenuation is provided in the form of composite building attenuation calculations based upon the OITC
d in
values of individual major window/wall/ventilation components, unless a federal funding source, as defined
ing,
ng, to
Subsection 723 of this chapter, requires usage of a different single number rating, such as the STC rating,
calculate the noise levels and attenuation values.

500. DEVELOPING MITIGATION

opingg mitigation
mitigatio of a significant
gnificant no
nois impact.
The following section provides guidelines and recommendations for developing
noise
eviate
te significant
significa noise
se impacts
iim ts for the
t different
General types of possible mitigation measures that may be used to alleviate
source types are discussed.
510. MOBILE SOURCES

511. VEHICULAR NOISE
The first mitigation option to be considered is to rerout
reroute
the significant impact.
erou the
h trafficc thatt would cause
he
cca
This is generally possible only for facilities that generate traffic
under tthe cont
control of the applicant (for examt
con
d fit this requir
t, but a commercial
co
comm
ple, a city vehicle storage facility would
requirement,
office building would not).
priate,
iate, it is necessary
nece
Where this mitigation appears appropriate,
to be sure tha
that the rerouted traffic would not simppact
ct or introduce
introdu a significant
ignificant traff
ly relocate the significant noise impact
traffic or air quality impact in another location.

comm
on measure
as
If rerouting is not feasible, thee most com
common mitigation
used for vehicular noise impacts is to prowall attenuation
attenuatio at the
he affected
af
ed receptor
rec
vide adequate window/wall
to conform with the Noise Exposure Guideior noise
ise levels of 45 dB(A)
(A) L10
When maximum hourly exterior levels are greater than
lines acceptable interior
10(1)
10(1
( .W
e means of ventilation
ven
on should be incorporated
in
i
70 dB(A), alternate
into buildings so that windows do not need
th
t year.
r. If windows w
to be opened att any time of the
were open, the effect of the window-wall attenuation would
n alternate
alterna means
m
w
be reduced. An
of ventilation would
allow for a closed window condition, ensuring that acinter
le
l
F existing receptors where the maximum exterior noise level is
ceptable interi
interior noisee levels
are achieved. For
an
n 75 dB(A),
dB(A
d
t
double-gla
double-glaze
less than
standard
double-glazed
and/or laminated windows are available that would provide adeatee noise atten
n. How
Ho
er, as the maximum exterior noise level increases, the project may be requate
attenuation.
However,
quired to incorp
e special
cial des
d
incorporate
designs into the windows and possibly the exterior walls of buildings to conform
to Noise Exposure
Exp
delines.
Guidelines.
At locations
locat
djacen
acen to
o highways
high
adjacent
and limited access roadways, barrier walls (and sometimes berms) may be
used
se for vehicular
ehicular
ular traff
traffic noise impact mitigation; however, to be effective in providing attenuation, the barrie
st interrupt the line of sight between the noise source (the flow of traffic) and the receptor. Buildrier walll must
aller than the b
ings taller
barriers receive no acoustical benefit from their presence. Barriers could also detract from
esthetics of neighborhoods and, therefore, may be impractical for most uses in the New York City area.
the aesthetics
n
There are a number
of methodologies for calculating the noise attenuation attributable to noise barriers, inhe use of the TNM model algorithms.
cluding the

512. AIRCRAFT NOISE
The first mitigation option investigated should be to change the flight path. If this mitigation is appropriate, it
is necessary to ensure that the mitigation does not merely relocate the significant impact to another area. In
addition, facility use restrictions (e.g., capacity limitations, lower takeoff angles, curfews, using only certain
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types of aircraft, etc.) should be investigated. These measures would require commitment from the appropriate agency.
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If flight operations adjustment is not feasible, the only possible mitigation measure for aircraft significant
noise impacts is treatment of all exterior walls and roofs of buildings to ensure that interior noise levels would
be less than 45 dB(A) L10(1). If exterior noise levels are less than 75 dB(A), double-glazed or laminated windows
(with alternate means of ventilation for levels above 70 dB(A)) should be provided to achieve adequate attenuation and ensure interior noise levels of 45 dB(A). However, if noise levels are equal to or greater than 75
dB(A), special designs may have to be incorporated into windows, walls, roofs, and doors.
513. TRAIN NOISE
or building aattenuation
on measures
Mitigation measures available for significant noise impacts are the exterior
rrier wall (o
m) construction
constructio
discussed above (Subsection 512) for significant vehicular noise impacts,, barrier
(or berm)
construction,
rp curves, and
a providing
viding operational
operati
operat
treating the vehicles, wheel truing and rail grinding, rail lubrication on sharp
p
pr
de complete
compl
comp
restrictions. Barrier wall attenuation has a practical limit of 10 to 15 dB(A), so it w
would provide
imeceptors are
ar less than 75 dB(A).
A) It must alpact mitigation only when exterior Leq(1) levels (for existing uses) at receptors
ne-of
of-sight
-sight is broken
b
between
etween the source and reso be kept in mind that barriers are only effective when the line-of-sight
n receive
eive
ive much bene
ceiver. Therefore, buildings with windows higher than the barrier may no
not
benefit from the barnuation and an alternate
rnate means of ventilation would
riers and exterior wall attenuation, and window attenuation
have to be designed into the facades of buildings facingg the rail acti
activity.

520. STATIONARY SOURCES
lable for stationary
sta
ryy sources iinclude exterior building attenuation (as
The most common mitigation measures available
ction 511 abov
rrierr erection (as
( discussed above), and noise control
discussed for mobile sources in Subsection
above), barrier
aution
n should be
b exercised
ercised when erecting
er
design on the source in question. Caution
barriers in New York City given the
ny cases, treating
tre
t
he noise sour
so
limitations mentioned above. In many
the
source
(i.e., providing baffles, silencers, mufflers,
enclos structure, etc.
etc.)) m
sound insulation, placing it within an enclo
enclosed
may be the least expensive option. Moving the
eptors would
woul not be significantly
fic
fica
source in question so that receptors
affected is also a potential mitigation measure.

530. (E) DESIGNATIONS
ion is an institutional
inst
institu
l control
trol that is implemented through CEQR review of a zoning map or text
The (E) Designation
amendment orr action pursua
pursuant to the Zoning Res
Resolution. It provides a mechanism to ensure that measures aimed
gnificant
cant aadverse
e impact are p
at avoidingg a significant
part of future development, thereby eliminating the potential for a
mpact
pact..
noise impact.
ecessary,
cessary, the le
gency
ncy m
If necessary,
lead agency
mayy cons
consult with DEP during the CEQR process to identify sites requiring an (E). The
Mayor’s Office of Environmental
vironmental
nmen Remediation (OER) is responsible for administering post-CEQR determinations
for projects with assigned
signed
ned (E) Designations
De
and existing Restrictive Declarations, pursuant to Section 11-15 (Environmen
ronmenta
uirem
ire nts) of tthe Zoning Resolution of the City of New York and Chapter 24 of Title 15 of the Rules
ronmental Requirements)
of the City of New
ew York
YYor (Rules).
Ru
If property owners have applied for an action that will result in placement of an
(E) Designation,
nation,
on, they are
ar advised to provide the CEQR number to OER and, in order to facilitate OER’s review of
roposed work tto address the requirements of the (E) Designation, it may be necessary for property owners
the proposed
ovide historical
historic technical documentation related to the CEQR Noise analysis (e.g., EAS/EIS, Technical Memoto provide
a, CEQR de
d
randa,
determination,
modeling results, lead agency and DEP correspondence, Restrictive Declarations, Noo OER.
OER
OE The Rules and Section 11-15 of the Zoning Resolution set out the procedures for placing, satisfying
tices) to
and removing (E) Designations. OER reviews and approves all documents needed to satisfy the requirement of a
noise (E) Designation.
(E) Designations are listed in a table, “CEQR Environmental Requirements,” appended to the Zoning Resolution,
and appear in the Department of Buildings’ (DOB) online Buildings Information System (BIS).
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With respect to (E) designated lots, DOB will not issue building permits or certificates of occupancy in connection
with the following actions until it receives an appropriate “Notice” from OER that the (E) requirements have been
met:
•

Developments;

•

Enlargements, extensions or changes of use; or

•

Alterations that involve window or exterior wall relocation or replacement.
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roceed
oceed o
As appropriate, OER issues the applicable notices to DOB including a Notice of No Objection, Notice to Proceed
or
Notice of Satisfaction.

600. DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVES

acts,, the simple
common way of
In developing project alternatives to reduce or avoid significant noise impacts,
simplest and most com
oid an impact and
a tailor
ilor
lo thee project alternative
analyzing the situation is to calculate the conditions that would just avoid
se impact were identifie
iden
to that new scenario. For instance, if a significant vehicular traffic noise
identified att a receptor, the
dB(A).
A).. If one calculated
ca
ted
d the pro
project-generated
projec
traffic
project-generated L10(1) worst-hour increase would be at least 3 dB(A)
volume that would cause a less than 3 dB(A) increase in worst-hour
t-hour
hour L10(
values,
val
valu
that
hat
at
traffic
volume
volum
volu
would
define
the
10(1)
different or reduced the size and thus the trip genalternative project volume. A change in plan that dispersed traffic differently
lysis techniques
techniq
o this
his may be used
u
eration from the project may address this issue. Similar analysis
to
for analyzing alternatives from any relative impact criterion.
native
ve project
projec arrangements
geme
gemen
may be set by moving, scaling down, or
When dealing with absolute impact criteria, alternative
gnificant impacts
im
re avoided.
avoide
avoided For instance, if a manufacturing facility
shielding the original project to the point wheree significant
are
e, the noise-ge
ngg part of the ffacility may be moved to the distance at
generated a significant impact at a residence,
noise-generating
uld be low enough
ugh not to caus
which the noise levels at the property linee would
cause a significant impact. Another possible alrations
ons until no
n
wo
ternative would be to scale down operations
noise levelss reached would
not cause a significant impact. Yet anothnclude a building
buildi or barrier between
betwee the noise-generating facility and the property
er alternative to the project may include
ointt where a significant
ssi
pac would be avoided. These options may each have to be
pact
line to shield the noise to the point
impact
asibility
ility and potential
po
p
al impa
on ot
evaluated in terms of their feasibility
impacts o
other environmental assessment categories.

700. REGULATIONS
NS AND COO
COORDINATION
CO
NATION
TION

710. REGULATIONS
ON AND
ONS
ND STANDARDS
STAN
TA
DS
ations
ons applic
ap
l to New York City environmental
en
Regulations
applicable
noise assessments are found in the Noise Exposure Guidees. These regula
regul
pply tto all private or city-sponsored projects subject to CEQR in New York City,
lines.
regulations,, whic
which apply
are described b
hen a pro
p
below. When
project to be undertaken in New York City also includes some level of State or federal involvem
dditional
tional Stat
State or federal regulations may also apply.
involvement, additional
In
n 1983 DEP adopted
opte City
ty Environmental
En
Protection Order-City Environmental Quality Review (CEPO-CEQR) noise
guid
guide
guidelines for environm
environmental impact review. Four categories of acceptability have been established, based on
no
vel limits and land
la use, for vehicular traffic, rail, and aircraft noise sources. These acceptability categories
noise level
de: “generally acceptable,” “marginally acceptable,” “marginally unacceptable,” and “clearly unacceptable.”
include:
esee categor
These
categories and associated noise limits apply to exterior noise levels only. The levels are shown in Table 19exterio limitations are based on an acceptable interior noise level of 45 dB(A) (L10(l) or Ldn, depending on
3. Thee exterior
ce Only mobile sources are included in the standards. Each of the three noise source classifications is
the source).
analyzed separately and in terms of different descriptors. Mitigation requirements have been developed according to the noise category. Both absolute and relative impact criteria are presented.
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711. NEW YORK CITY NOISE CONTROL CODE
In addition to the Noise Exposure Guidelines, the New York City Noise Control Code governs noise emissions
in New York City, and the New York City Zoning Resolution includes noise performance standards for any
manufacturing activity in manufacturing districts. These have not traditionally been used for purposes of
CEQR environmental assessments. However, it is appropriate to discuss the proposed project’s method for
compliance with the Noise Control Code. Below is a description of the Noise Code.
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The New York City Noise Control Code, as amended in 2005, defines “unreasonable and prohibited noise
ad
standards and decibel levels” for the City of New York. The amended Noise Control Code specificallyy ad1.1,
1, bebedresses noise from circulation devices and commercial and business enterprisess ((see Subsection 711.1,
low).
711.1. Circulation Devices §24-227

The New York City Noise Control Code stipulates the following noise
se limits that
tha
th applyy to “circulation
“circulatio
devices,” which include HVAC equipment, when measured inside
sidee a receivin
receiving property
e dwelling unit:
er
u
•

vel in excess o
B(A);
A circulation device shall not create a sound level
of 42 dB(A);

•

n devices on a building
ing shall not ccr
The cumulative sound from all circulation
create a sound
level in excess of 45 dB(A).

aken in a receiving
r
ing property dwelling
dw
As per §24-227(a), the measurement shall be taken
unit with the
ree feet
f
fro the open
en portion of the window or terrace
window or terrace door open at a point three
from
door.

m alll circulation devices
cess on a building
build
bu
Note: If the cumulative sound from
exceed 50 dB(A), when measunit the commissioner m
ured inside a receiving propertyy dwelling unit,
may order the owner or person in
hieve
ve a 5 dB(A) reduction
ction in such cu
control of such devices to achieve
cumulative sound level within not more
ance of such
suc
su order (see
see §24-227(c)).
§24-2
§24-227
than 12 months after the issuance

Table 19-4
New York City Noise Control
§24-232
ntrol
ol Code §24
Octave Band Frequency
en
ency
(Hz)

31.5
63
6
125
250
0
500
0
1000
2000
0
4000
00
8000
8
800
00

Maxi
Maximum
Max
Sound Pressure Levels (dB)
ass Measured Within a Receiving Property as Specified Below

Re
Residential
ial receiving pro
prop
property for mixed-use
ng and residentia
building
residential buildings (as measured
within any room of the residential portion of the
building
open, if possible)
buildin
uild with windows
wi

Commercial receiving property (as
measured within any room containing offices
within the building with windows open, if
possible)

70
61
53
46
40
36
34
33
32

74
64
56
50
45
41
39
38
37

Source: Section §24-232 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York, as amended December 2005.

711.2. Allowable Decibel Levels-Octave Band Measurement §24-232

The New York City Noise Control Code specifies maximum allowable sound pressure levels for designated octave bands emanating from a commercial or business enterprise as measured within a receiving property. These values are shown in Table 19-4.
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712. New York City Zoning Resolution
RESOLUTION PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR MANUFACTURING DISTRICTS

The New York City Zoning Resolution Performance Standards for Manufacturing Districts uses maximum instantaneous octave band sound pressure levels as its noise descriptor for industrial noise
sources. These values are shown in Table 19-5.

Table 19-5
City of New York Noise Performance Standards for Manufacturing Districts
M1 District (dB)

M2 District (dB)

M3 District (dB)

20 to 75
75 to 150
150 to 300
300 to 600
600 to 1200
1200 to 2400
2400 to 4800
Above 4800

79
74
66
59
53
47
41
39

79
75
68
62
56
51
47
44
4

80
75
70
64
4
58
53
3
49
46
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Octave Band, in cycles per second (Hz)

Source: City of New York Performance Standards for Manufacturing Districts
ricts Section 42-213
42-213
42-

More information regarding the Performance Standards
ndards
rds may be found
d in
n Section 4242-20 of the Zoning
Use Regulations.”
Regulatio
Resolution of the City of New York, Chapter 2, “Use

SPECIAL MIXED USE DISTRICTS

Section 123-32 of the New York City Zoning
ningg Resolution
Resoluti
Resolut requires
ires that
t
all new
n dwelling units in a Special
vide a minim
indow wall
wal
wa attenuation of 35 dB(A) to mainMixed Use District are required to provide
minimum window
B(A).
tain an interior noise level of 45 dB(A).

720. APPLICABLE COORDINATION
Lead agencies may need to coordinate
oordinate with
w other agencies when
whe developing an environmental noise assessment
for a proposed project in New
City. The need
coordination depends on either the mitigation required to
w York City
nee forr co
coor
reduce or eliminate thee significant
or the
for the project. This is discussed below in terms
nificant impact
im
he funding
fu ng sources
s
of city, state, and federal
deral
al agencies
agencies.
721. CITY COORDINATION
RDINATION
The lead agency
need
g
gen
mayy ne
nee to coordinate
oordinate with other agencies when developing mitigation measures for significantly impacted
under
control of those agencies. Examples of this coordination may include
mpact facilities
cili
der the cont
contr
coordination
Education or the New York City Housing Authority for the installation of
rdination
dination with the Board
oar off Educa
oard
Educat
double-glazed
windows
alternate
ouble-glazed
ble-glazed w
ws and
nd aalt
at means of ventilation at a school or residential building experiencing
impacts
project. For technical assistance in conducting noise analyses, the
significant noise
no
n
pacts
cts from a proposed
p
agency mayy w
wish
coordinate with DEP.
lead agenc
ag
h to coordi
coor

722. STATEE COORDINATION
722
COORDINAT
ORDINAT
proposed project would involve a State-funded highway, coordination concerning analysis
I any part of the pr
If
pro
methodologies
thodologies
odologies and significant impact thresholds with the New York State Department of Transportation
(NYSDOT)
In general, NYSDOT follows the guidelines of the Federal Highway Administration
SDOT)
DOT) is necessary.
ne
n
(FHWA).
Otherwise, no coordination with State agencies on noise issues is necessary.
)). Oth

723. FEDERAL COORDINATION
If any part of the proposed project would be financially assisted by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), analysis methodologies, significant impact thresholds, and reporting of noise information should be in accordance with HUD noise regulations or in a form acceptable to HUD officials. If any part
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of the proposed project would involve a federally-funded highway, coordination with FHWA (usually through
the State) for the same items is necessary. Any part of the proposed project dealing with new aircraft or flight
patterns should be coordinated with FAA. New rail projects funded by the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) should be coordinated with that agency for analysis methodologies and significant impact thresholds.
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730. LOCATION OF INFORMATION
If some level of environmental noise assessment is required for a proposed project, it is useful to obtain any reion
on conco
cent data or information concerning existing noise levels in the area of the proposed project, or information
ntal
tal Impact
Impa
cerning other development proposed in the area that could affect future noise levels. Environmental
her tthan the identification
fication of fufuStatements (EISs) for such other proposals may be available through MOEC. Other
ul data
ata for analysis
aan
urposes.
poses. Inform
ture planned projects, however, previous EISs seldom contribute other useful
purposes.
Information regarding removing (E) Designations may be obtained from OER.
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